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Introduction 

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite centre. Take 
a continuous representation rr: of G on a Hilbert space ~- For a maximal 
compact subgroup K of G, put 

~x={v e ~\dimrr:(K)v<oo}. 

We call a vector v in ~x a K-finite vector. A representation (rr:, ~) is 
called admissible if, for any irreducible representation o of K, the multi
plicity of o in ~ x is finite. All the irreducible admissible representations 
of G are classified under infinitesimal equivalence. There are at least three 
different methods to classify them. Namely, Langlands' classification 
([30]), classification using the theory of D-modules ([2]) and Vogan's mini
mal K-type arguments ([41]). However, we still cannot understand the 
admissible representations well. For example, Langlands' parameter of 
a finite dimensional representation is very difficult to calculate out. So 
we need not only the classification theory but also more easier description 
or structures of admissible representations. There are many improvements 
in this direction, for example, theory of primitive ideals, Kc-orbits on flag 
varieties, Weyl group representations on virtual character modules and so 
on. 

We treat here algebraic structures on virtual character modules. In 
[28, Appendix], G. J. Zuckerman defined a representation of Weyl groups 
on virtual character modules on G with regular infinitesimal character. 
This Weyl group representation provides powerful methods to calculate 
invariants of admissible representations, such as Gelfand-Kirillov dimen
sions, t"-invariants, primitive ideals and so on, and to classify them in large. 
In part I of this paper, we improve his definitions and define a represen
tation of a Hecke algebra on a virtual character module with singular 
infinitesimal character. After this, we show how useful the representations 
of Weyl groups and their Hecke algebras are in invariant theory of repre-
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sentations of G, treating character polynomials, Gelfand-Kirillov dimen
sions and Goldie rank polynomials. Our definition of the representations 
of Weyl groups (or Hecke algebras) is slightly different from Zuckerman's. 
It requires only the informations of the structure of invariant eigendistri
butions. 

Moreover, in Part II, we study the representations of the group 
U(p, I) (p?.2) and provide many useful examples. The author could not 
find the classification of irreducible admissible representations of U(p, I) 
with detailed proofs in any available publication (c.f. [14, 26, 27], and see 
also [45]). Therefore we give the classification with proofs in Part II. 
We also give the irreducible components of principal series representations 
and explicit form of irreducible characters. However, many results are 
dut to T. Hirai ([14]) and the author could not achieve the results in Part 
II without his suggestions. 

Let us explain each section of this article. In Part I, we study general 
theory for semisimple Lie groups. § 1 is for preliminaries and notations 
involving the structure of invariant eigendistributions. A survey of the 
author's works on representations ofWeyl groups and their Hecke algebras 
on virtual character modules is given in the former part of § 2. In the 
latter part of § 2, we treat complex semisimple Lie groups and get fairly 
natural results. In § 3, we define character polynomials and Gelfand
Kirillov dimensions for virtual characters (or, equivalently, constant coef
ficient invariant eigendistributions). After that, we study the connection 
between Weyl group (or Hecke algebra) representations and character 
polynomials and Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions. 

In Part II, we treat only the group U(p ,1). In §§ 1-4, we classify 
the irreducible admissible representations of U(p, 1) and get their charac
ters. We also study the structure of principal series representations in § 3. 
In § 5, we write down explicitly the acton of Weyl groups and their Hecke 
algebras on irreducible characters. Using the results of§ 5 and Part I, we 
calculate Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions, r-invariants and character poly
nomials for U(p, 1) in § 6. 

The author gives his hearty thanks to Prof. T. Hirai for his kind 
advices and encouragements. Moreover Prof. T. Hirai is very kind to 
show his manuscripts about the representattions of U(p, I) which are very 
useful to the author. 

Part I 
§ 1. Preliminaries. 
§ 2. Representations of Weyl groups and their shrinked Hecke 

algebras. 
§ 3. Character polynomials and Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions. 
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Part II 
§ 1. Structure of the group U(p, 1). 
§ 2. Gelfand-Zetlin basis for U (p, 1). 
§ 3. Classification of the irreducible representations of U(p, 1). 
§ 4. Irreducible characters for U(p, 1). 
§ 5. Weyl group representation on virtual character modules. 
§ 6. Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions and r-invariants. 

References. 
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§ 1. Preliminaries 
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Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite centre and g 
its Lie algebra. In this paper, we always denote the Lie algebra of a Lie 
group H by corresponding German small letter lj, and its complexification 
by 9e· We denote the enveloping algebra of 9e by U(fje). 

Definition 1.1. Let G be as above. We call G acceptable if there 
exists a complex Lie group Ge with Lie algebra ge which has the following 
two properties. (1) The canonical injection from g into ge can be lifted 
up to a homomorphismj of G into Ge. (2) For a Cartan subalgebra lJe 
of ge, let p be half the sum of positive roots of (ge, lJe)- Then ~ P = exp p 
is a well-defined character of Hc=exp lJe into ex. 

We assume G acceptable in Part I and fix a complex Lie group Ge 
above. 

1.1. Cartan subgroups. Let Car (G) be all the conjugacy classes of 
Cartan subgroups of G under inner automorphisms of G. By Car 0 (G), 
we denote all the conjugacy classes of connected components of Cartan 
subgroups of G. If His a Cartan subgroup (or its connected component), 
{HJ denotes its conjugacy class in Car (G) (respectively Car0 (G)). 

Choose a Cartan subgroup Hof G. Let Ll=Ll(ge, lJe) be the root 
system of (ge, lJe) and W= W(ge, lJe) be its Weyl group. We define real 
roots LI R and imaginary roots LI I as follows. 

LIR={a E Llja takes real values on lj}, 

Ll1 = {a E LI I a takes purely imaginary values on lj}. 

For a E LIR, let Ha be the element of 9e such that a(X)=B(Ha, X) holds 
for any XE fj, where B(,) denotes the Killing form on gc. Take root 
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vectors X±a from \Jc in such a way that [Xa, X_a]=Ha, and we put H:= 
(2/JaJ2)Ha, x:a=(fl;Jal)X±a· Let v=v« be the automorphism of gc 
defined by 

so-called Cayley transform with respect to a. Put o = v(lic) n g. Then o is 
a Cartan subalgebra of g not conjugate to li under any automorphism of 
g and f3=v(a) e Lli(ge, lie), This relation between (li, a) and (o, /3) is 
denoted by (li, a)-+(o, /3) or simply by li-+fi. We introduce an order < 
in Car(G) by defining [H] < [B] when li-+fi for an appropriate choice of a 
representative B of the class [B], and extend it transitively. In this order, 
maximally split Cartan subgroups form the smallest class and Cartan 
subgroups with maximal troidal part form the largest class. There are 
some examples of this ordering in [17, § 3.5]. 

We denote by J a maximally split Cartan subgroup of G. Fix an 
order on L1 = Ll(ge, ie) and write L1 + for the set of positive roots with 
respect to this order. We choose positive systems {LJ+(g, lic) I [H] e Car(G)} 
consistent with LJ+(ge, ie) by means of Cayley transforms. Similarly, 
{W = W(ge, lie) I [H] E Car(G)} are all identified by Cayley transforms. 
Therefore we just write Winstead of W(ge, lie) for any Cartan subalgebra 
lie, 

1.2. Some functions on a Cartan subgroup. Fix a Cartan subgroup 
H of G. We call W(G; H)=N 0 (H)/Z 0 (H) a Weyl group of (G, H), 
where N 0 (H) is the normalizer of H in G and Z 0 (H) is the centralizer 
(for a subset D in G and a subgroup B of G, we write W(B; D)= 
N 8 (D)/Z 8 (D) in general). 

Take a e Ll(g, lie) and a non-zero root vector Xa for a. We define 
an analytic function ~a on H by Ad(h)Xa=~a(h)Xa for h EH. We also 
define some functions which take values in {O, ± l}. Put 

eR(h)= n sgn(l-~a(h)- 1) (h EH), 
aEJJl 

where L1a=L1+ n L1R and we put eR(h)=O if ~a(h)= 1 for some a e L1a
For s e W(G; H), we put 

N(s)= #{a ELI; =LJ+ n L11 I s- 1a<O}, 

R(s)={a E Lia is-1a<O}, 

where #A is the order of the finite set A. Define a locally constant func
tion s(h; s) on H by 
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e(h; s)=(- l)N(s) n sgn(.;.-,.(h)) (he H, s e W(G; H)) 
aER(s) 

We write e(s)=det(s). Then it holds that e(s)eR(sh)=eR(h)e(h; s) (see 
Lemma 2.2 in [17, p. 36]). 

For i! e M, we define a family m(H; l) of analytic functions on H by 

· m(H; i!)={CIC is analytic on H, satisfying the following conditions (1) 
and (2)}, 

(1) C is an eigenfunction of S(fj 0)w with eigenvalue i!, where S(fjc) 
is the symmetric algebra of fj0 identified with differential operators of 
constant coefficients on Hand S(fj 0)w consists of W-invariant elements of 
S(fjc)-

(2) C is e-symmetric under W(G; H), i.e., 

(he H, we W(G; H)). 

Each element Ce m(H; l) can be written as 

C(h exp x) = I:; a,(h; x) exp si!(x) (x e fj, h e H), 
sew 

where a,(h; x) is a polynomial function in x depending on h. If a,(h; x) 
can be taken as a constant with respect to x for any h e Hand s e W, we 
say C has constant coefficients. Let m'(H; l) be the set of C e m(H; l) 
which has constant coefficients. 

We want to describe the space m'(H; l) in the following. Let 
{Ht IO< i < I} be a complete system of representatives of conjugacy 
classes of connected components of H under the action of G. We denote 
this set by Car~(G). Let H0 be the neutral component of Hand choose 
{at I O<i </} so that a, e Ht (1 ::;;:i =:;;:t) and a0=e. Let L=Ker(exp: fj-+H0) 

and put W;;(i!) ={we WI <wi!, L) c 2n-.J=l Z}, where, < , ) is the 
natural pairing of fjJ X fj0 • Forte W;;(l) and i (0::;;:i <!), we define an 
analytic function C(a,, ti!; h) on Has follows. For he H,, we put 

where .;µ(µ e fjJ) is an analytic function on H0 defined by ,;µ(exp x)= 
exp µ(x) (x e fj). On W(G; H)-orbit of H,, we put C(a,, ti!; h) as 

C(a,, ti!; wh)=e(h; w)C(at, ti!; h) (he H,, we W(G; H)), 

and for he H outside of W(G; H)-orbit of H,, we put C(a,, ti!; h)=O. 

Lemma 1.2. (1) The function C(at, ti!; ·) belongs to m'(H; l). 
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Moreover, {((ai, tJ.; ·) \ O~i ~!, t e WH(A)} generates 'u:Y(H; J.) as a vector 
space. 

(2) If}. is regular, i.e., W,={w e W\ wJ.=J.} is trivial, then )}J'(H; J.) 
=)}J(H; J.). 

Proof (1) is a consequence of easy calculations. (2) is well-known. 
Q.E.D. 

1.3. Invariant eigendistributions. Let 8 be the centre of U(gc) and 
fix a Cartan subgroup H. Then by Harish-Chandra homomorphism, 8 
is isomorphic to S0Jc)w as an algebra. Since Homa1g{S(ljc)w, C) is 
canonically isomorphic to the set lit/ W, there is a map of lit to 
Homa1i8, C): 

lj15 projection ljz; / W ~ Homa1i8, C) 

Take }. e lit and we denote by X, the corresponding algebra homomor
phism of 8 to C. 

Definition 1.3. A distribution 6 on G is called invariant eigendistribu
tion (IED) with infinitesimal character }. if it satisfies the following two 
conditions. 

(1) 6 is invariant under the action of G. 
(2) 6 is an eigendistribution of 8 with eigenvalue J., i.e., z6 = X,(z)6 

for any z e 8-
By Harish-Chandra's famous theorem [11, Th. 2], 6 is essentially 

equal to a locally summable function on G. Moreover it is analytic 
on G', open dense subset of regular elements in G. Since 
G'cU gHg- 1 and 6 is invariant under G, 6 is completely 

[H]ECar(G),gEG 

determined by the values on a complete system of representatives {HI [H] 
e Car(G)}. 

Definition 1.4. For an IED 6, we put 

Supp(6)={[H] e Car(G) \6 is not identically zero on H}, 

Hght(6) = {[H] e Supp(6) \ [H] is maximal in Supp(6)}. 

We call an element [H] in Hght(6) a height of 6. Remark that height 
of 6 is not unique in general. If 6 has a unique height [H], we call 6 
extremal of height [H]. 

Theorem 1.5 (T. Hirai [17, 18]). (1) If[H] E Hght(6), then sRD(6\H) 
is contained in )}J(H; J.), where }. is an infinitesimal character of 6 and D is 
an analytic function on H given by 
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(h EH). 

(2) For any I; e IJJ(H; l), we can construct an extremal IED Tl; 
which has the following two properties. (i) Tl; has the unique height [H]. 
(ii) On H, eRD(Tl;)IH is equal to I;. Moreover Tis a linear map of lJJ(H; l) 
into the space ofIEDs. 

(3) Any IED e with infinitesimal character A can be written as a 
linear combination of extremal IEDs of the form {Tl; I I; e IJJ(H; l), [H] e 
Car(G)}. 

We call the map T Hirai's method T. There is some confusion of 
terminology, but we think it is better to keep to the initial meaning of 
T. Hirai. 

Denote by U(l) the space of IEDs with infinitesimal character l and 
put UH(l) = T(IJJ(H; l)). Then from Theorem 1.5, it is clear that 

U(l)= I:ffi UH(A). 
[H]ECar(G) 

Now let us investigate more detailed structure of U(.A.). Take 
e e U(.A.). Then by Harish-Chandra, restriction of e to H ([H] e Supp(8)) 
has the form 

D8(h exp x)= I: as(h; x) exp sl(x) (x El)), 
sEW 

where he His regular and x is small. The coefficient a,(h; x) is a poly
nomial function in x generally. We say e has constant coefficients (or is 
a constant coefficient JED) if a,(h; x)'s can be taken as a constant in x for 
any s e Wand h e H regular. We denote by U'(l) the space of all the 
constant coefficient IEDs and put U;,(l) = U'(l) n UH(l). Then it holds 
that U;,(l)=T(IJJ'(H; l)) and 

U'(.A.)= I:ffi U;,(l). 
[Jl] E Car(G) 

1.4. Virtual character modules. Let (rr, SJ) be an irreducible quasi
simple representation of G on a Hilbert space S;:,. We can define an IED 
e~ on G called. an (irreducible) character of rr as follows. Let C;;"(G) 
be the space of C 00 -functions on G with compact supports. For each 
f e C;;"(G), we put 

rr(f)= Lf(g)rr(g)dg, 

where dg is a Haar measure on G. Harish-Chandra proved that n(f) is 
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a trace class operator and that 

@.(/)=Trace rr:(f) (f e C;;"(G)) 

is a distribution on G. We denote all the irreducible quasi-simple 
representation of G with infinitesimal character X E Homa1g(8, C) by 
M(X). Here an infinitesimal character of an irreducible representation 
(rr:, s;;,) means that of e. or of the corresponding algebra homomorphism 
of 8 to C. Let V(X) be a vector space generated by {6>. Irr: e M(X)}. 
Then we call an element of V(X) a virtual character. Of course V(X,) is 
contained in &(A). Moreover we have 

Theorem 1.6 ([35]). The space of virtual characters with infinitesimal 
character A is equal to the space of constant coefficient IEDs with infinite
simal character l: V(X1)=&'(A). 

Proof The fact that V(X;) is contained in &'(;<) is proved by Fomin 
and Shapovalov [8]. So it is sufficient to see that &i;(l) is contained in 
V(X1). Using explicit formulae of IEDs obtained by T. Hirai, one can 
prove that any element of &irO) can be expressed as a linear combination 
of characters of principal series representations induced from cuspidal 
parabolic subgroups. For detailed proof, see [35]. Q.E.D. 

§ 2. Representations of W eyl groups and their shrinked Hecke algebras 

In subsections 2.1 and 2.2, we review the results of [34] and [37]. 
Fix a Cartan subgroup Hand define L and W;;(A) for l e fjt as in § 1.2. 
Put 

L 1= I; w- 1L, 
wEWs(l) 

and WHO)={w e WlwL 1 =L 1}. Then WH(l) is the largest subgroup of 
W which leaves W;;(A) invariant under the right multiplication ([34, Prop. 
1.5]). We also define an integral Weyl group W(A) with respect to l, 
dropping the subscript H, as follows: 

W(A)={w E Wlwl-l is a sum of roots}. 

Then WO) is a Weyl group of the root system L1(l)={a e L1 I (l, av) e Z}, 
where av=2a/(a, a). 

Lemma 2.1. For any Cartan subgroup H, W(i!) is a subgroup of 
WH(l). 
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Proof Take s e W(A) and we show that WO) leaves W;;(A) invariant 
under the right multiplication. Then we have WO)c WH(A). Take we 
W;;(A). Then exp WA is a well-defined character on H 0• We write 

wsA= w((sA- A)+ A)= w(sA-A)+ WA. 

Since SA-A is a sum of roots, we know that exp w(sA-A) is well-defined 
on H0• So exp WSA=exp w(sA-A)-exp WA is well-defined character on H0, 

which proves ws e W;;O). Q.E.D. 

Consider the following two assumptions on G. For H, put Car~(G) 
= { Hi IO< i < l} as in § 1.2. Take ai e Hi for each 1 < i ~ l and put a0 = 
e eH 0• 

Assumption 2.2. For each Cartan subgroup H of G, there exists 
{ai I O<i <l} such that 

for any t e W;;O) ands e W(G; Hi). 

Assumption 2.3. For each Cartan subgroup H of G, there exists 
{at I O<i <l} such that sai=ai for any s e W(G; Hi). 

Clearly Assumption 2.3 is stronger than Assumption 2.2. We think 
these assumptions are fairly natural ones (see Lemma 1.6 in [34] and 
Remark 2.2 in [37]). 

In this section, we only assume Assumption 2.2, while in the part of 
the next § 3, we assume Assumption 2.3. 

2.1. Representations of Weyl groups. In this subsection, we treat 
the case where A is regular. So we may assume A is dominant regular 
without loss of generality. Then it holds that 

V(X,)=&'(A)=fil(A)= :z::Ei) &HO). 
[H]eCar(G) 

We also write &H(A)=T()B(H; A)) as VH(X), where X=X, (more generally, 
if A is not necessarily regular, we put VH(X)=&if(A)=T()B'(H; A))). 

We define an action 't' of WH(A) on VH(X) by the formula: 

(O~i~l, w E WH(A), t E W;;(A)). 

Then this autually gives a well-defined representation ('t', VH(X)) of WH(A), 
since {T((ai, tA; ·)} generates VH(X) (see [34]). Since WO)cWHO) for 
any Cartan subgroup Hof G, we get a representation of WO) on the 
space V(X) by summing up ('t', VH(X))'s over [H] e Car(G). We again 
denote this representation of WO) by ('t', V(X)). 
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Let I'ic Wn(.~) be a complete system of representatives of a double 
coset space W(G; Hi)\ WiO)/WH(A). Remark that W(G; Hi) acts 
naturally on Wi(A) by left multiplication. For re I'i, put 

W(i, n= WH(A)nr- 1 W(G; Hi)r, 

s(i, r; w)=s(ai; rwr-1) (w E W(i, r)). 

Then s(i, r; ·) is a character of the group W(i, r). 

Theorem 2.4 ([34, Th. 5.1]). The representation (r, VH(X)) of WH(A) 
is decomposed into a direct sum of induced representations: 

where Ind(s; At B) is a representation of B induced from a representation s 
of A. 

Note that we can get easily the decomposition of the representation 
(r, V(X)) of W(A) from Theorem 2.4. 

Corollary 2.5. If WH(A)= W for any [H] e Car(G), we have a repre
sentation (i-, V(X)) of W by summing up {(i-, VH(X) j [H] e Car(G)}. This 
representation is decomposed as 

(i-, V(X))= I;EB Ind(s(ar; ·); W(G; T)i W), 
[T]ECar(G) 

2.2. Representations of shrinked Hecke algebras. Let A e qt'.; be 
singular dominant in this subsection, and put W,l={w e Wj wA=A}. Then 
W,l is a subgroup of W H(A) and we can define a Hecke algebra :Yf',l = 
:Yf(WH(A), W.) over the field of complex numbers C[20, § I]. We call 
this :Yf',l the (shrinked) Hecke algebra with infinitesimal character A in this 
paper. Let C[W] be a group ring of W over C and we consider C[WH(A)] 
and C[W,l] as subalgebras of C[W]. Put 

e,l=(#W,l)- 1 I; we C[W,l]. 
wEW, 

Then by Proposition I.I of [20], we have an isomorphism :Yf,l-::::. 
e,lC[W H0)]e 1• So, from now on, we consider :Yf',l as a subalgebra of 
C[WH(A)] (or C[W]). 

Take regular dominant A0 E M such that A0 - A is a sum of positive 
roots. Let <P = <Pi0 and 7/f = 7/fi• be Zuckerman's translation functors on 
the category of Harish-Chandra modules (see [44]), i.e., 
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IP= Proj(A0) o (Fµ@( · )) o Proj(A), 

1Jr = Proj(A) o (F;@(, )) o Proj(A0), 
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where Proj(v) is a projection to the component with infinitesimal character 
v, and Fµ is the irreducible finite dimensional representation of G with 
highest weight µ and F; is its contragredient. Since (J) and 7/f are exact 
functors, they naturally induce linear maps between the virtual character 
modules V(A) and V(A0). We again denote these linear maps by (J) and 
1/f. 

We can take A0 so that <;ici,-;i(a;)= 1 for any t e W;;(A) and o::;:;,i::;:;,/ 
(see Lemma B.4 in [37)). Remark that W;;(A0)= W;;(A) and WH(A0)= 
W H(A). The following proposition holds. 

Proposition 2.6 (Zuckerman [28, Appendix]). (1) Ker(7/f: V(X0)_. 

V(X)) is equal to I:rH]ECar(G) Ker(r(e;): V H(Xo)-v H(Xo)), where Xo=X;, and 
the representation r of W H(A) is extended to a representation of the group 
ring C[WH(A)]. 

(2) For any e e V H(X0), we have 

([) o 1Jr(8)= I; r(s)8=(#W 1}r(e;)8. 
sEW; 

For e1we1 e e1C[WH(A)]e1 =£ 1, we define an operator a(e1we,) on VH(X) as 

(8 e VH(X)). 

Then a turns out to be a representation of the Hecke algebra £ 1 (see [37, 
Th. 5. 6]). Moreover we can define a representation (a, V(X)) of £(WO), 
W1) similarly as in § 2.1. 

Before describing the structure of the representation (a, VH(X)) of 
£ 1, we define some notion about representations of Hecke algebras. Let 
A be a finite group and Be A a subgroup of A. Then we can form a 
Hecke algebra £(A, B) over C as in [20]. Let (r, V) be a representation 
of A on a finite dimensional vector space V. Put eB=(#B)- 1 .I:beBb e 
C[A], then £(A, B):::eBC[A]eB as before. Therefore we identify £(A, B) 
with the subalgebra eBC[A]eB of C[A]. We define a representation (a, V1) 

of £(A, B) as follows. Put V1 = Ker(r(eB)-idv), where idv is the 
identity operator on V. Then we define a(eBaeB) (a e A) by 

Then (a, V1) becomes a well-defined representation of £(A, B). Moreover, 
if (r, V) is irreducible then (a, V1) is irreducible or zero. We denote this 
representation (a, V1) by Red((r, V); AtB) or simply by Red(r; AtB). 
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If e is a representation of a subgroup Cc A, we write 

RI(s; CtAtB)=Red (lnd(s; Ct A); AtB). 

Using Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.6, we have the following theo
rem. 

Theorem 2.7 ([37, Cor. 4.3]). The representation (a, Vn(X)) of l/t';. is 
decomposed as follows: 

(a, Vn(X))= ~EB ~EB Rl(s(i, r; -); W(i, r)tWnOHW;.), 
O;:.i;:.! rEI'; 

where I';, i;(i, r; ·) and W(i, r) are the same as in Theorem 2.4. 

Corollary 2.8. If Wn(A) = W for any [H] e Car(G), we have a 
representation (a, V(X)) of l/t';.=l/t'(W, W;.) by summing up {(a, Vn(X)) \ [H] 
e Car(G)}. This representation is decomposed as 

(a, V(X))= ~EB Rl(s(aT; -); W(G; T)tWtW;_). 
[TJ e Car• (G) 

2.3. The case of complex groups. Here we treat the case where G 
is a complex semisimple Lie group. There are two good properties in 
dealing with complex Lie groups. (I) There is only one conjugacy class of 
Cartan subgroups and moreover all the Cartan subgroups are connected. 
(2) "Real" Weyl group is contained in "complex" Weyl group as the 
diagonal subgroup. We use these two properties to calculate out the 
representations 1: and a explicitly. The case where.< is integral is reported 
in [36]. 

Let G be a connected and simply connected complex semisimple Lie 
group. Then g has a root space decomposition with respect to a Cartan 
subalgebra lj: 

where {Ha, Xa \ a E LI} is a Chevalley basis of g over Z([7, Th. 1]). We 
denote by i an element in C such that i 2= -1. Let ljR be a real subspace 
generated by {Ha\ a E LI}. We want to complexify g. We may call this 
the "second" complexification of g. We denote by j a fixed square root 
in C of the second complexification. So, we have gc=g+ jg. Then gc 
is decomposed as gc=giE8g 2, with g1::::'.g2 ::::'.g as complex Lie algebras. 
Here g1 and g2 are given explicitly as follows: 

g1=(I+ij)Clja+ ~ (I+ij)CXa, 
aE4 
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gz=(l-ij)CfjR+ I; (1-ij)CXa, 
aE4 

where C = R + Ri (we usually denote this complex field by C unless 
otherwise stated, while the complex field used in the second complexifica
tion is denoted by C=(R+RJ)). We put 

X~1l = ½ (1 + ij)Xa, 

X~2l = ½ (1 -ij)Xa, 

H;fl =½(I+ ij)Ha, 

Hi 2l = ½ (1-ij)Ha. 

Let g<f;>=<Hik',X<;'l\ae11)/R be a real form of gk (k=l,2). Cartan 
subalgebras fj<1J, fj<2J and their real forms fjil, fj~l are defined similarly. 
The explicit isomorphism between gc and g1E9g2 is given as: 

(a+bJ)Xa-+ (a-bi)X<fl +(a+bi)Xi 2l, 

(a+bJ)Ha-+ (a-bi)H~ 1l+(a+bi)Hi 2', 

where a, be R. For x e gc, we write x=x< 1l+x< 2J e g1E9g2• 

Let W = W(g, fj) be a Wey] group. Then the complex Weyl group 
W(gc, fj) is a direct product of two copies of W: W(gc, fjc) ~ W X W, and 
W(g, fj) is imbedded into W X Was a diagonal subgroup 11 W: 

W(g, fj)-+ 11W ={(w, w) E wx W\ w E W}c wx w. 

Take }. e fj:; and put J.\~R=µ and J.\i~R=v and extend them to fj<1'E9fj<2J 

by C=(R+RJ)-linearity. Let us calculate W;;(J.). We can assume 
(e, e) e W:;;(A) without loss of generality. 

Lemma 2.9. Suppose that (e, e) e W:;;(J.). 
(1) The number J'=1 J.(iHa)=J'=-r v(iHa) is an integer for any 

a E 11. 
(2) If ,l=I J.(iHa) is an even integer for any a e 11, we have 

W:,;(A)={(s, t) E WX W\t- 1s E W0(½µ)}, 

where W 0(,c)={w e W\ <w,c-,c, a) e Zfor Va e 11(g, fj)}. 

Proof. Since 

J.(Hi1')=½{J.(Ha)+J"=-r J.(iHa)}=½{µ(Ha)+,v'=I v(iHa)}, 

J.(H~2))=½{J.(Ha)-,v'=I J.(iHa)}=½{µ(Ha)--l=T v(iHa)}, 

we have for (s, t) e WX W, 
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(s, t)4(H~1))=½{sµ(Ha)+J"=I sv(iHa)}, 

(s, t)4(H;,2))=½{tµ(Ha)-J=l tv(iHa)}. 

On the other hand, exp(s, t)4 is a well-defined character if and only if 
J"=I (s, t) 4(iHa) e Z for any a e Ll=Ll(g, 9). Therefore the condition 
(s, t) e W;:(4) is equivalent to 

J"=I (s, t)4(iHa) E Z (Va ELI) 

{=} J"=1 (s, t)4(-jH~ 1)+ jHl 2)) E Z (Va e LI) 

{=} (s, t)l(Hi 1))-(s, t)A(Hi 2)) E Z (Va ELI) 

{=} ½(sµ-tµ)(Ha)+½J=l (sv+tv)(iHa) E Z (Va ELI). 

From the assumption (e, e) e W:;;(4), we have J"=l v(iHa) E Z for any 
a ELI. This proves (1). 

Let us prove (2). Since J=l (sv+ tv)(iH.) e 2Z by assumption, 
J=l (s, t)l(iH.) E Z is equivalent to 

½(sµ-tµ)(H.)= t(t- 1s(½µ)-½ µ)(H.)=(t- 1s(½ µ)-½ µ)(Hi-ia) E Z. 

Since a is arbitrary, this means 1- 1s E W0(½ µ). Q.E.D. 

From now on we assume that r-T v(iHa) is an even integer for any 
a e LI. Put lµ= W 0(f µ). 

Lemma 2.10. Under the assumption above, we have 

WHO)={(s, t) E WX W\t- 1s EIµ, s, t E Nw(lµ)}==.Nw(lµ)Xlµ. 

Proof WH(4) is the largest subgroup of W X W which leaves W:;;O) 
invariant under right multiplication. So we have 

WH(l)={(s, t) e wx W\ W:;;(4)(s, t)= W:;;(4), W:;;O)(s-1, 1- 1)= W:;;(4)} 

={(s, t) \ 1- 1Jµs=tlµr 1=lµ} 

={(s, t) \ 1- 1s EIµ, s, t E Nw(Iµ)}. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 2.11. If A is regular, the representation (r, V(X,)) of 
WHO) is equivalent to the representation (r', C[Iµ]), where the action 1:' is 
given by 

1:'((s, t))v=svt- 1 

Proof We put X=X,. Remark that VH(X)= V(X) since Car(G) has 
the unique conjugacy class [HJ. From Theorem 2.4, we have 
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(z:-, V(X))~ ~®Ind(e(r; ·); W(0, r)tWHO)). 
rEI' 

After easy calculations we know I'=LlW\ W;;O.)={e}. Therefore we 
have 

(z:-, V(X))~Ind(e(e; ·); Llwn WHO.)tWH(A)) 

~Ind(trivial; Nw(Iµ)t Nw(lµ)Xlµ):::=(-z:-', C[Iµ]), 

usinge(e;s)=l foranyse W. Q.E.D. 

Let A e fji be singular. Then the fixed subgroup breaks up into a 
direct product: W(gc, fjc),l= W,,X W,l2 , where Ak=Alq<k> (k= 1, 2). Put 

(k= 1, 2), 

then e,=e 1-e2 =e 2 -e1 and .n°,={(e 1se1, e2te2)l(s, t) e WH(4)}. 

Corollary 2.12. The representation (a, V(X)) of Jf',l is equivalent to 
(a', e1C[Iµ]e2), where the action is given by 

a'((e1se1, e2te2))v=e 1svt- 1e2 

for (e1se1, e2te2) e Jf',. 

Proof This is a corollary of Theorem 2. 7 and Proposition 2.11. 
Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.13. Let A e fji and assume that J"=1 A(iHa) e 2Z for any 
a e LI. Then the number of equivalence classes of irreducible admissible 
representations of G with infinitesimal character X,l is equal to 

dim eiC[Iµ]e2 =dim Hom 1 /C[Iµ]e 1, C[Iµ]e2). 

In particular, if A is regular, there are precisely #(/µ) irreducible admissible 
representations with infinitesimal character X,l. 

Proof Note that the number of irreducible representations with 
infinitesimal character X,l is equal to dim V(X,l). Then Corollary 2.13 is 
an easy consequence of Proposition 2.11 and Corollary 2.12. Q.E.D. 

§ 3. Character polynomials and Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions 

3.1. Character polynomials of a virtual character with regular infini
tesimal character. Take [T] e Car 0(G) and assume that Tis the neutral 
component of a Cartan subgroup H of G. Let e e T be the unit element. 
Moreover, in this and the next subsections §§ 3.1-3.2, we assume 
Assumption 2.3. We put 
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H'(R)={h e HleR(h)=;t=O}={h e Hl.;.(h)=;t=l for any a E LIR}, 

and T'(R)=TnH'(R). 
At first we assume A e gt is regular. Put X=X, as in § 2. Then 

8 e V(X) is expressed on T'(R) as follows: 

D8(expx)= ~ bw(expx) exp w.:l.(x) (x E g), 
wEW 

where bw is a locally constant function on T'(R) (see § 1.3). Let F be a 
connected component of T'(R) and bw a value of the function bw( ·) on F. 
For a non-negative integer n, we define a polynomial function on M X gc 
as 

cn(8, F; µ, x)=(n!)- 1 ~ bw(wµ(x)t (µ E gt XE gc). 
wEW 

Then en is an intertwining map from the space of virtual characters to 
the space of polynomial functions on M X gc on which W acts by the 
natural action on the first variable. Namely, we have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. Let A be a Cartan subgroup of G. Then en(., F; µ, x) 
is a WA(A)-equivariant map of VA(X) to the space of homogeneous polyno
mials of degree 2n on M X gc. 

Proof By the arguments in § 4 of [34], we have for s E WA(A), 

D--r(s)6l(expx)= ~ bw(expx)expws- 1.:l.(x) 
wEW 

= ~ bw.(exp x) exp w.:l.(x) (x E g) 
wEW 

In [34, § 4], we only treat an integral A and .;,(h) was used instead of 
exp .:l.(x). However, since we only treat the neutral component here, it 
holds that .;,(exp x)=exp .:l.(x) and the arguments in [34, § 4] works well 
for non-integral A. 

By the above formula and the definition of a character polynomial, 
we have 

cn(s8, F; µ, x)=(n!)- 1 ~ bw,(wµ(x)t 
wEW 

which means en(·, F; µ, x) is Wi.:l.)-equivariant. 

(µ E g2, X E gc), 

Q.E.D. 

Takes e W(G; T). Since s preserves the set of real roots LIR, sF is 
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also a connected component of T'(R). 

Lemma 3.2. The spaces {cn(e, F; µ, x) 18 e VA(X)} and {cn(e, sF; 
µ, x) I 8 e ViX)} are isomorphic as Wil)-modules. 

Proof Since e e VA(X) is an IED, we have 8(sh)=8(h) for he 
H'(R). Using this, we get D8(sh)=sgn(s)D8(h) for any he F. On the 
other hand, we have 

D8(s exp x)=D8(exp sx) 

= I; bw(expsx)expwl(sx) 
wEW 

= I; bw(sF) exp s- 1w).(x) 
wew 

= I; b,w(sF) exp wl(x), 
wew 

for exp x e F. Therefore we get b,w(sF)=sgn (s)bw(F). Then a straight
forward calculation leads us to 

c./8, sF; µ, x)=(n!)- 1 I; bw(sF)(wµ(x)r 
wEW 

=(n!)- 1 I; b,w(sF)(swµ(x)r 
wEW 

=sgn (s)cn(8, F; µ, s- 1x). 

Now it is clear that cnC8, F; µ, x)-cn(8, sF; µ, x)=sgn(s)cn(e, F;, µ, s- 1x) 
is an intertwining operator of WA().)-modules. Q.E.D. 

We remark that the components of T'(R) are mutually conjugate 
under the action of W(G; T), where Tis the neutral component of H. 
In fact, for any a e L1R there is a reflection sa e W(G; T) corresponding 
to a, and invariants of sa is precisely the set {he Tl ~a(h)= l}. 

From now on, we fix a component F of T'(R), so we may omit the 
notation F. Put r=r(8, F)=min{n I cn(8; µ, x) is not identically zero}. If 
e1F is identically zero, then we put r= 00 and cr(8; µ, x)=coo(e; µ, x)=O. 
We call cr(8; µ, x) a character polynomial associated to 8 and F. 

Let O be a Cartan involution which leaves H invariant. Let K be a 
maximal compact subgroup of G corresponding to 0. We call a e L11 a 
compact (hence imaginary) root if its root vector Xa lies in fc. We denote 
by L10 the set of compact roots. Let G=KP be a Cartan decomposition 
and put H+=HnKandH-=HnP. Then H=H+ -H- (direct product) 
and fl+ is a Cartan subgroup of M=Zx(H-). Remark that the Weyl 
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group W(Ll.) of compact roots is equal to W(M 0 ; Ht), where M 0 .and Ht 
are neutral component of Mand H+ respectively. We get the following 
proposition. 

Proposition 3.3. (1) A character polynomial c,(0; µ, x) is a W X W
harmonic polynomial on lJt X lj0 • 

(2) r=r(8, F) is contained in the set{i\ #Ll:~i <#LI+} U {oo}. 

Proof (1) is the consequence of Lemma 9.6 of [21] and Lemma 4.3 
of [39] (see also 9A.2 of [211). 

Now we will prove (2). By Theorem 3.4 of [13], we know the degree 
of a W-harmonic polynomial on M is less than or equal to the number 
of reflections in W. It is well-known that this number is equal to #LI+ 
(for example, see [3, Chap. 4, § 31). Now we must prove #LI: <r. This 
is rather complicated. Since the Weyl group W(LI.) fixes each real root, 
W(LI.) fixes each component F of H'(R). In fact for some partition of 
LIJi= Neg U Pos, Fis expressed as 

F={h E T\~a(h)>I for a E Pos, ~a(h)<l for rx E Neg}. 

Since W(Ll.)= W(M 0 ; Ht) is contained in W(G; H 0), we can argue as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.2, and get 

(s e W(J.)). 

Therefore D8 is expressed as 

D8(exp x)= I; hw(F) exp wl(sx) 
wew 

= (# W(Ll.))-1 I; I; h,w(F) exp swl(x) 
weW seW(4c) 

=(#W(Ll.))- 1 I; hw(F) I; sgn(s)expswl(x). 
weW seW(4c) 

Since I:,ewc 4., sgn(s)(swl(x))"=O for n<#LI:, we have #Ll:<r. Q.E.D. 

3.2. · Character polynomials of a virtual character with singular 
infinitesimal character. Now we study the case where 1 is singular. Let 
A and Ao be the same as in § 2.2. We denote by <b = <b!0 and '/fJ" = '/f!1° 
Zuckerman's translation functors. Put X=X. and X0 =X 10• Take e e 
V(X), then there exists 8 0 e V(X0) such that '/f!(80)=8. Let A be a Cartan 
subgroup of G. We remark that if 8 is contained in V.4.(X), then we can 
take 8 0 from ViX 0). Put 
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as in § 2. Then e. e C[Wi.:i)] for any Cartan subgroup A of G. Therefore 
we can consider the operator -r(e.) on the whole space V(X0). We define 
the polynomials cn(6J, F; µ, x) by 

where F and H are the same as in the former subsection § 3.1. This 
definition of en does not depend on the choice of 8 0• In fact, suppose 
that 1Jf(81)=1Jf(8 0)=6J. Then we have '/Jf(81 -8 0)=0. By Proposition 
2.6, this means -r(e.)(81-8 0)=0, so we have -r(e.)e,=-r(e.)8 0• Similarly 
we put r(6J, F)=r(-r(e.)8 0, F). 

Proposition 3.4. (1) Let A be a Cartan subgroup of G. Then 
cnC ·, F; µ, x) is an £.=£(Wil), W.)-equivariant map of VA(X) to the 
space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 2n on q;'.; X 9c· 

(2) The representation of£. on the space {cnC6J, F; µ, x) I e e ViX)} 
is equivalent to Red({cnC80, F; µ, x) I 8 0 e ViX)}; WA(lH W.). 

(3) Put r=r(6J, F). Then c,((9, F; µ, x) is a .WX W-harmonic 
polynomial on q;'.; X 9c· 

Proof By the definition of the representation (a, VA(X)) of£., we 
have 

a(e.we.)(<9) = (# W.)- 1('/Jf o -r(e.we.) o <P)(eJ) = (# W.)- 1('/Jf" ~(e.we.) o <Po 1Jf)(<90). 

By Proposition 2.6, we have <Po 1Jf(<90)=(#W.)-r(e.)e 0• Therefore the 
above formula becomes 1Jf o -r(e.we.)(90• By the definition of cn, we get 

cn(a(e.we.)(9, F; µ, x)=cn(-r(e.we.)(9 0, F; µ, x) 

=cn(6J0, F; (e.w-'e.)µ, x)=cn(0, F; (e.w- 1e.)µ, x), 

which proves (1). 
(2) is an easy consequence of (1) and the definition of Red. (3) is a 

corollary to Proposition 3.3. Q.E.D. 

3.3. Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions. In this subsection, we only con
sider the connected component F of J6(R), where J is a maximally split 
Cartan subgroup of G and J0 the neutral component. By the remark 
after Lemma 3.2, the choice of F doesn't matter essentially. 

Take A E ja which is not necessarily regular. For 0 E V(X) (X=X.), 
we define Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of e by 

GKD(eJ)=#LI+ -r(eJ, F). 

Note that GKD(eJ) does not depend on the choice of FcJ6(R) by the 
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remark after Lemma 3.2. 

Lemma 3.5. For 19 E V(X), we have either #Ll+-#Ll;2:GKD(l9)2:0 
or GKD(l9)=-oo. 

Proof This is a Corollary to Proposition 3.3. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 3.6. Let 19. be a character of an irreducible admissible 
representation 1c of G. Then GKD(l9.) is equal to the usual Gelfand
Kirillov dimension of n. 

For Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions of representations of G, we refer to 
[39] and [29]. Lemma 3.5, together with Proposition 3.6, contains ano
ther proof of Proposition 5.7 of [39]. Remark that we don't use sub
representation theorem. 

Proof of Proposition 3.6. If 19. has a regular infinitesimal character, 
then the result is obtained by D.R. King [24, Th. 1.1]. So we assume 
that 19. has a singular infinitesimal character A e jc';. Let A and A0 be as 
in§ 2. Then there exists 190 E V(X0) such that '/ff(l90)=19.. Moreover, we 
can take 190 to be an irreducible character (see [44, Th. 1.3]). Let us write 
190 =190, where o is some irreducible admissible representation of G with 
infinitesimal character A0• Since 19,='/ff(l9a) is obtained by tensor products 
with finite dimensional representations of G and projections onto the 
components with the same infinitesimal character, it is easy to see GK
dim n::;;GK-dim o, where GK-dim denotes Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of 
a representation. On the other hand, we know <fJ(8.)=<fJ'/ff(l9a)=r(e,)19a 
is a genuine character and contains 190 from [44, Th. 1.3]. By the similar 
arguments as above, we conclude that GK-dim o<GK-dim n, and there
fore GK-dim o=GK-dim n. We get 

GK-dim n~GK-dim (r(e,)198)=GKD (r(e;)l98)~GK-dim o=GK-dim n. 

Now we know the above inequalities are equalities. By the definition of 
GKD, we have 

GKD(l9r.)=#L1+-r(l9., F)=#Ll+-r(r(e,)8 0, F) 

= GKD (r(e,)19a)=GK-dim n. Q.E.D. 

Let Hbe a Cartan subgroup of G. Put V(X; d)={l9 e V(X) \ GKD(l9) 
::;;d} and Vn(X; d)= V(X; d) n Vn(X). 

Proposition 3.7. (1) The subspace Vn(X; d) is £(Wn(A), W,)-in
variant. 
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(2) Similarly the subspace V(X; d) is Jlc'(W(A), W;1)-invariant, where 
W(A) is an integral Wey! group of ,l. 

Remark. If ,l is regular, Jlc'(WH(A), W.)=C[WH(-l)]. So VH(X; d) is 
a W H(A)-invariant subspace. Similar remark is applicable to (2). 

Proof. By Proposition 3.4, we know 

cnCo{e.we.)<9, F; µ, x)=cn(<9, F; (e.w- 1e.)µ, x) (e.we. e Yc'(WH(-l), W.)), 

for n>0 and (9 E VH(X). If (9 E VH(X; d), then cn(<9, F; µ, x)=0 for n>r, 
where r=#LI+ -d. By the above equation we get cnCa(e.we.)<9, F; µ, x) 
=0 for n>r and this means a(e.we.)(9 E VH(X; d). This proves (1). The 
same arguments are available to the proof of (2), which we omit here. 

Q.E.D. 

Corollary 3.8. Put r =#LI+ - d. 
(1) c,(·, F; µ, x) induces an Jlc'(WH(-l), W.)-isomorphism of VH(X; d) 

/VH(X; d-1) into the space of WX W-harmonic polynomials on iJXic of 
homogeneous degree 2r. 

(2) c,( ·, F; µ, x) induces an Jlc'(W(A), W.)-isomorphism of V(X; d) 
/V(X; d-1) into the space of WX W-harmonic polynomials on i~Xic of 
homogeneous degree 2r. 

Proof. By the definition of V(X; d), Ker c,( ·, F; µ, x)= V(X, d-1) 
(note that V(X; -l)=V(X; -oo)). So this is an easy consequence of 
Proposition 3.7. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 3.9. Let ,l be regular. If V H(X; - oo) = (0), then the repre
sentation (r, VH(X)) of WHO) is a subrepresentation of the regular repre
sentation of W restricted to W H(,l). Similarly, if V(X; - oo) = (0), then 
the representation (r, V(X)) of W(,l) is a subrepresentation of the regular 
representation of W restricted to W(,l). 

Proof. {Im c,( ·, F; µ, x) I o::;;;r <#LI+} is the set of linearly inde
pendent subspaces of WX W-harmonic polynomials on j~ X ic, because 
they have different degrees. Now by the hypothesis, we have 

I;Ei'> Im c,( ·, F; µ, x):::: I;Er> VH(X; d)/VH(X; d- I)EBVH(X; - oo) 
o:.r:a.114+ 0:a.d:a.114+ 

::::VH(X). 

Since W-harmonic polynomials on i! carries the regular representation of 
W, we get the first statement. The second one is similarly obtained. 

Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 3.10. Let UC V H(X)) (respectively UC V(X)) be an irre
ducible subspace of Jfl'(WH(l), W,) (respectively Jfl'(W(l), W,)). For non
zero 611, 612 e U, we have GKD(611)=GKD(61 2). So we can define 
GKD(U) naturally. 

Proof. If GKD(611)<GKD(61 2), then un VH(X; GKD(611)) is a 
non-trivial invariant subspace of U. Thus it contradicts to the irreduci
bility of U. Q.E.D. 

This theorem will be a useful tool to determine the Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimensions of irreducible representations of G. 

Theorem 3.11. Let l be regular. If V(X; -oo)*(O), then there 
exists at least a pair of irreducible representations (1t'1, tt'2) such that tt"1 and 
tt'2 have the same primitive ideal. 

Proof. From the hypothesis, there exists non-zero 61 e V(X) such 
that 61 is identically zero on J0• Write 61=611-61 2, where 611 and 612 are 
positive linear sums of genuine characters. Clearly it holds that 
GKD(611)=GKD(61 2). Put d=GKD(61 1)=GKD(61 2) and let {tt't I l~i~l} 
be irreducible components of 611 which has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension d 
and {ot 11 ~i ::Sk} be those of 612• If {tt't} U {ot} have different primitive 
ideals each other, then their Goldie rank polynomials are linearly inde
pendent (see [22, § 5.12] and [23, Th. 5.5]). By Theorem 6.1 of[24], linear 
independence of Goldie rank polynomials implies linear independence of 
character polynomials, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

3.4. Goldie rank polynomials. Let J and F be as in the former 
subsection § 3.3. Choose x e ic such that c,(61, F; µ, x) is not identically 
zero as a polynomial on j~ for any 61 e VH(X;d)\VH(X;d-1) (d=#LI+ 
-r ). Let &I,., be a twisted projection map of the space of polynomials on 
j~Xic to the space of polynomials on j~ defined by (&1,.,f)(µ)=f(x, -µ) 
(µ e j~, x e fc). By Corollary 3.8, it is clear that &I,., o er(., F) is a 
Jfl'(W(l), WJ-isomorphism of V(X; d)/V(X; d-1) into the space of W
harmonic polynomials on j~ of homogeneous degree r. 

Lemma 3.12 (King [24, Theorem 6.1]), If 61 is an irreducible charac
ter with regular infinitesimal character, then &I,., o c,(61, F) is a Goldie rank 
polynomial up to a non-zero scalar multiple. 

Proposition 3.13. Let r=#LI.; and put d=#Ll+-r. lfX is regular, 
then the space Pil,z o er(·, F) (V(X)) has a basis consiting of Goldie rank 
polynomials. 
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Proof Since V(X) has a basis consisting of irreducible characters, 
we can choose irreducible characters 8 1, • • ·, em such that {Si\ l:S:i :::;::m} 
is a set of representatives of a basis for V(X)/V(X; d-1). By the argu
ment above, we know that {9ex o cr((9i, F) \ 1 <i :::;:;m} is a basis for the 
space Im 9'ex o er(·, F)=9£x o er(·, F)(V(X)). Now Lemma 3.12 proves 
the proposition. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.14. The space ViX) is generated by the characters of 
principal series representations induced from a minimal parabolic subgroup. 

Proof This is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.4 and the proof of 
Theorem 2.8 in [35]. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 3.15. Let r = #LI: and put d =#LI+ - r. Then the image 
of V(X) and the image of ViX) under the map 9'ex o er(·, F) coincide with 
each other. 

Proof At first, let X=X; be a regular infinitesimal character. By 
subrepresentation theorem (see Theorem 3.2 in Part II), any irreducible 
admissible representation of G appears as a subrepresentation of some 
principal series representation induced from a minimal parabolic sub
group. Let (9 be an irreducible character with Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 
d. We choose a principal series character B which contains (9 and write 

where (9i is an irreducible character and 8 0 =8. Let iri be an irreducible 
admissible representation whose character is ei. We can assume that 
tr 1, • • ·, irk have the same primitive ideal as tr 0 and irk+l• • • ·, irm have 
different ones. Since 8 0 +8 1+ · · · +e" is a genuine character and its 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is d, we conclude that 

m 

=a9ex O c,((9, F)+ ~ 9£x o cr(<9i, F), 
i=k+l 

where a is a non-zero constant (remark that Lemma 3.12 remains valid 
for (9 a genuine character). By Theorem 5.5 in [23], the Goldie rank 
polynomials form a basis for some multiplicity-free representation of WO.) 
which are not equivalent each other and tr 0 and iri have the same Goldie 
rank polynomial if and only if they have the same primitive ideal. Since 
a&£,, o cr((9, F) is a Goldie rank polynomial multiplied by a non-zero 
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constant, there is an element s of C[W(A)] such that sf?ll,» o e,(B, F)= 
f!/l,, o e,(-,(s)B, F)=f!Jl,, o e,(8, F). By Lemma 3.14, 1:(s)B is contained in 
VJ(X) and we proved that f!Jl,, o er(·, F)(VJ(X)):::)f!Jl,, o er(·, F)(V(X)). In
versed inclusion is trivial. 

If X is singular, proof of regular case and Proposition 3.4 (2) prove 
the result. Q.E.D. 

Part II 

§ 1. Structure of the group U(p, 1) 

In this Part II, we consider the group G= U(p, 1), where 

U(p, l)={g E GL(p+ 1, C) I tgJp,1g=Jp,1}, 

JP,1=diag(l, · · ·, 1, -1). 

We have an Iwasawa decomposition G=K exp a exp n, putting: 

K ={diag(u, l) I u e U(p), A e U(l)}, 

Let M =Zx(A), where A=exp a. Then we have 

M={diag(u, et, et)lu e U(p-1), t e ,v""=-r R}. 

Put o+={diag(b1, ···,bp_ 1,bp,bp)lbte-v""=-IR}. Then o+ is a Cartan 
subalgebra of m and j=o+E9a is a maximally split Cartan subalgebra of 
g. Take 

0 

h= E j, 
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we have ei e it and J(gc, ic)={ei-eJ \ i::;t=j}. We choose a positive 
systemJ+={ei-e 1 \i>j}. Put 

( cha sha) roth'(a)= 
sh a cha 

and roth(a)=diag(lp_ 1, roth'(a)) e A, where lP denotes the identity matrix 
of order p. 

Let J =B + A be a maximally split Cartan subgroup and B= {diag(b1, 

· · ·, bp+i) \ bi e U(l)} be a compact Cartan subgroup. We define a func
tion D0 on J and B. Put 

for h=diag(b 1, • • ·, bp+i) e Band 

Do(h)= TI (b~-b~) 
lS:i<J,;;p+l 

for h=diag(bi, · · ·, bP_1, bp, bp) · roth(a) e J, where b~ =bi (1 ::;:i < p-1), 
b;=bP•exp(-\a\) and b;+1=bP·exp\a\. 

§p. Gelfand-Zetlin basis for U(p, 1) 

In this section, we review the results of D.P. Zhelobenko [42, 43] for 
the group U(p), and then construct admissible (gc, K)-modules for G= 
U(p, 1), using Gelfand-Zetlin basis. 

2.1. Gelfand-Zetlin basis for U(p). Let V(µ) be a finite dimensional 
representation of U(p) with highest weightµ. We put gP=gr(p, C) and 
fjP={diagonal matrices of gP}. Then we may consider asµ e 9.:'-Let us 
assume that V(µ) is unitary. Let ei,J be a matrix whose (i,j)-element is 
1 and the other elements are 0. We consider 

as a Lie subalgebra of gP. In the same way, we also consider U(p-1) 
as a subgroup of U(p). For h=diag(bi, b2 , • • ·, bP) e fjp, we put elh)=bi 
(l<i:s;;p). Then eieq; and L1(gp,9p)={ei-et\1::;;i::;t=j<p} is a root 
system of (gp, fjp). We choose a positive system J+ = {e;-e 1 \ 1 <i <j ::;:p}. 
If we write the highest weight µ as µ= L.ts:i,,;pµ(i)e;, then it holds that 
µ(1)> µ(2)> · · · > µ(p). 

It is well-known how V(µ) decomposes into irreducible representa
tions of U(p-1), when V(µ) is restricted to a representation of U(p-1). 
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An irreducible finite dimensional representation V(v) of U(p-1) with 
highest weight v e 9:_1 appears in V(µ) if and only if µ(i)?::v(i)> µ(i + 1) 
holds for 1 <i ~p-1. We express this situation as vCµ. Since V(v) 
has multiplicity one in V(µ), we have 

V(µ)= l:® V(v). 
vCµ 

Applying this step to the sequence U(l)c U(2)c · · · c U(p_;_ l)c U(p) 
successively, we know that an orthonormal basis for V(µ) is obtained by 
the correction of v(f3)=v(µP; µP_1; · · ·; µ1), whereµ, is a highest weight 
for gt and satisfies that µ/::J µi-l (2 < i ~ p ). The vector v(/3) is contained 
in V(µ 1), when V(µ= µP) is considered as a representation of U(i). 
Because, in each step, V(µ,) decomposes into irreducible representations 
which have multiplicity one, v(/3) is completely determined by f3 up to a 
scalar multiple. We assume that II v(/3) II= 1 without loss of generality. 
D.P. Zhelobenko wrote down the action of gP on V(µ) completely, using 
a basis {v(/3)} multiplied by suitable constants whose absolute values are 1. 
Originally {v(/3)} is considered by Gelfand-Zetlin for speci_al linear groups 
and special orthogonal groups [9, 10], so we call {v(/3)} Gelfanq-Zetlin 
basis. 

Put e+=e; 1=ep-l,p and e-=e;_ 1=ep,p-l· 

Proposition 2.1 (Zhelobenko [43, Th. 3.51). The actions of e+ and e
on {v(/3)} are given as follows. For the formula of e+, we have 

a;(f3)={ TI (µp(i)-µp-iU)+j-i) TI (µp.,h)-µp-1U)+j-i-l)} 112 
1:ai:ap 1:ai:ap-2 

X{ TI (µp_i(i)-µp_i(j)+j-i) TI (µp_i(i)-µp_i(j)+j-i-1)}- 1/2. 
1:ii:.p-1 1:,t:;.p-1 

i¢j 

For e , we have 

2.2. Construction of representations for U(p, 1). Now we construct 
a series of representations of U(p, 1), using the results described in the 
former subsection § 2.1. Let m = (mi, • • ·, mP_1) be a sequence of integers 
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such that m1>m 2 '?::. · · · '?::.mp-i and (c1, c2) a pair of complex numbers 
such that c1 + c2 is an integer. Let B = B((mi I l ~ i::;;: p-1); c1, c2) be a 
correction of µP=(µp(l), .. ·,. · ·, µp(p)) such that µP-:Jm. Since K= 
diag(U(p), U(l)):::: U(p)X U(l), an irreducible representation f; of K is . 
determined by the highest weight of f;[u(p) and the representation f;[u(l)· 
Take µPE B, and we put f;= V(µp)@ exp 2rric(µp), where V(µp) is a finite 
dimensional representation of U(p) with highest weight µP and c(µp) is 
some integer determined by µP (see Corollary 2.4). By this correspond
ence, we identify the elements in B and the irreducible representations of 
K. Put 

ib"= <&'((mi I 1 ::::;:; :::=:p-1); c1, c2)= ~® V(µp)@exp 2rric(µp), 
µpEB 

So <ff is a K-module. Put g=u(p, 1). We want to define an action of 
g0 on this space 0" in order to get an admissible (g0 , K)-module. Put 
e+=e;=ep,p+i and e-=e;=ep+i,p· Then g0 is generated as a Lie algebra 
by u(p) and {e+, e-}. Therefore we only need to give a formula fore±. 
Putli=mi-i(l:::=:i<p-l)andv/i)=µ/i)-i(l<i~j). For a vector 
v(/3) E V< in Gelfand-Zetlin basis for V(µp) = Ve (as a space), we define an 
action of e± by 

Proposition 2.2. By actions of e± given above, iff((mi I 1 <i~p-1); 
c1, c2) is an admissible (g0 , K)-module for G= U(p, 1). 

Proof We must check that <ff is a go-module. Then K-finiteness 
and compatibility of actions of g0 and K are automatically satisfied by 
the definition of 0". Let ht=et,i (l~i<p). 

If we establish the following relations on <ff, <b" is a g0-module: 

(l<i<p-1), 
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(2) [[eP,i' e-], e-]=0 
(3) [e+, et,1]=0 
(4) [e-, ei,1]=0 

(5) [et,J, hp+1l=O 
(6) [hp, e±]= ±e±, 
(7) [hp+i, e±]= +e±. 

K. Nishiyama 

(l:_Si<p-1), 
(l<i<p, l<j<p-1), 
(1 <i ::;;;p-1, 1 ::;:j < p), 
(1 ::;;;i,j <p), where hp+i=hp-[e+, e-], 

The formulae (3), (4) and (6) is a consequence of easy calculations. For 
the formulae (5) and (7), we use the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.3. Let a=(a,), b=(b,) and c=(ci) be vectors of dimension 
p+ 1, p and p-1 respectively. Put 

dla, b, c)={ II (a,-b 1) I1 (c,-b 1-l)} 
l~i~p+l l~i~p-1 

x{ n (bi-bj) n (b,-b 1-1)}- 1. 
l~i~p l~i~p i¢j 

Then we have 

Proof. If a, b and c are contained in the lattice of integers and 
satisfy 

then the formula is valid. In fact, put a'=(a,+i), b'=(h,+i) and c'= 
(ct+i). Consider the representation of u(p+l) with highest weight a'. 
Now if v=v(a'; b'; c'; · · ·) is a vector from Gelfand-Zetlin basis, we 
have 

and the right hand side of the formula is equal to ((hp+i-hp)v, v). Since 
llep,p+1vll2-llep+1,pvll2=((hp+i-hp)v, v), we have the formula. Now the 
both hand sides of the formula are rational functions of a, b and c, we 
conclude that it is valid for any a, b and c. Q.E.D. 

By this lemma, one can easily get the action of hp+i= 

Using this formula of hp+I• we can check (5) and (7) soon. The formulae 
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(1) and (2) are rather complicated, but the straight forward calculations, 
using the results of [43), lead us to them. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.4. As a representation of K, <ff is decomposed as 

where c(µp) = c1 +c2+ I:1,;;i,;;p-i I;- I:i,;;gp vp(j) = c1+c 2+ I: 1,;;i,;;p-lmi
I:1,;;gp µp(j)+p. 

Proof This is clear from the formula of hv+i in the above. Q.E.D. 

2.3. Decompositions of the representations for U(p, 1). We describe 
the structure of the representation $((mi I 1 :Si :Sp- I); Ci, c2) in this 
subsection. At first, we assume that the elements of the set {Ii 11 ~ i :Sp 
-1} U {c1, c2} are all distinct. We call this situation "regular". 

Case 1. If neither c1 nor c2 is an integer, <ff((mi 11 <i<p-1); c1, c2) 
is irreducible. In fact, any non-zero invariant subspace of <ff contains 
some v(m. But v(~) is clearly cyclic by the definition of the actions of e±. 
Hence there is no nontrivial invariant subspace. 

Next we assume both c1 and c2 are integers. Note that c1 + c2 is an 
integer, hence c1 is an integer if and only if so is c2• Reorder {li 11 :Si< 
p-1}, c1 and c2, and put them a=(a 0, a1, ··,av), where a 0 >a 1> · · 
>av. 

Case 2. If ai=c 1, aj_ 1=C2 andj=,t=i, i+ 1, i+2, then <ff((mi I 1 <i~ 
p-1); Ci, c2) has four irreducible component. One can easily verify that 
@" has the unique irreducible subrepresentation which we denote by 
Dija). The set of K-types of Dija) is given by 

E\,j= {µv I vp(k) (1 ::::;k;;;;p) is not contained in the intervals 
[aJ, ai_ 1) nor [aJ, aJ_ 1)}, 

where we put a_ 1 =-oo and ap+1=oo. Similarly, @" has the unique 
irreducible quotient Di+!,J--la) and two subquotient representations 
Di+1./a) and Di,J_1(a). Remark that Dija) and DJ,ia) (i.e. the unique 
irreducible subrepresentation of <ff for aJ= c1 and ai_ 1 = c2) are isomor
phic. 

Case 3. If ai=c 1 and ai+1=c 2, then @" has three irreducible com
ponent. In this case, <ff has the unique subrepresentation Di,i+zCrx) and 
two irreducible quotient representations Di,i+i(a) and Di+l,i+ia). Their 
K-types are given by Ei,i+2, Ei,i+i and Ei+l,i+Z respectively. 
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Case 4. If ai=c 2 and ai+1=ci, then <ff has three irreducible com
ponent as above. Contrary to Case 3, in this case <ff has two irreducible 
subrepresentations Dt,i+iCa) and Di+l,i+ia) and the unique irreducible 
quotient Di,t+la). 

Next we consider singular cases. 

CaseSl. The case where c1 e{/ijl~i~p-l} and cd{ltil<i~ 
p-1}. Let a be as above. Then ai_ 1=at=c 1 and a 1_ 1 =c 2 for some i 
andj. In this case cC has two irreducible components Dija) and Dt, 1-/a). 
Dtja) is the unique irreducible subrepresentation of cff, whose K-types 
are given by 

Et,/a)={µP E EjJ.Jp(k) (l~k~p) is not contained in the intervals 

[ai, ai_ 1) nor [a1, ai_ 1)} 

= {µP e EI J.Jp(k) (1 ~k ~ p) is not contained in the interval 

[a1, a 1_1)}. 

The representation Di, 1_i(a) is unique irreducible quotient of cff, whose 
K-types are given by Ei, 1-hx). 

CaseS2. The case where c1 ${ltll~i~p-l} and c2 e{/ijl~i:_:; 
p-1}. Let at=c 1 and a1 _ 1=a 1=c 2• Then cC has two irreducible com
ponents D;ja) and Di+1ja). Dija) is the unique irreducible quotient 
with K-types Eija) and Di+l,/a) is the unique irreducible subrepresenta
tion with K-types Bi+1Ja). 

CaseS3. The case where c1=c 2 and ci${lij1<i~p-I}. Let 
ai_ 1=at=C 1=c 2• Then cC has two irreducible components Di,i-/a), 
and Di,t+iCa), which are both subrepresentations of cff. 

Case S4. The case where c1, c2 E {Ii I 1 ~i ~p-1}. Let at_ 1=at 
= c1 and a 1 _ 1 = a 1 = c2 (i =I= j). Then cC is irreducible and denoted by 
Dija). 

Since the elements of {/i j l ~ i < p- I} are all distinct, the above 
cases S1-S4 exhaust all the singular cases. 

Lemma 2.5. (1) The infinitesimal character for the representation 
cC((mi 11 <i ~p-1); C1, c2) is U1, · · ·, lp-1, C1, c2)+HP, p, · · ·, p). 

(2) The infinitesimal character for the representations Dija) (O~i 
<j~p+l) is given by (a 0, a 1, · · ·, ap)+½(p,p, · · ·,p). 

Proof. If both c1 and c2 are integers, then the infinitesimal character 
is calculated out, using the very same formula by Zhelo benko for gP + 1 = 
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gr(p+ 1, C). If neither c, nor c2 is not an integer, we get the infinitesimal 
character by analytic continuation. Q.E.D. 

~ 3. Classification of irreducible representations of U(p, 1) 

3.1. Principal series representations for U(p, 1). Let P=MAN be 
a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. Take an irreducible representation 
q of M and a (non-unitary) character exp r of A, where r e ai and 
expr(roth(a))=expr(a). Note that a may be taken to be a unitary 
:finite dimensional representation since M is compact. Let T(a, n be a 
K-finite induced representation lndx (a®exp r@lN; PtG). We call the 
representation T(a, n a (non-unitary) principal series representation induced 
from P. We want to study the structure of T(a, n. 

Since Mis naturally isomorphic to U(p- l)X U(l), a is determined 
by a highest weight for U(p-1) and a unitary character for U(l). Let 
m=(m 1,m 2, ... ,mP_,)=(m,ll<i<p-1) be the highest weight and 
exp 2tri(c1+c 2+ p) the unitary character for a, where exp 2trik: diag(l, · · ·, 
1, u, u)-ut (u e U(l)). Put r=c 2-c 1. 

Lemma 3.1. When T(a, n is considered as a representation of K, 
T(a, n breaks up as follows: 

T(a, n Ix= I;al V(µp) (8) exp 2tri c(µp). 
µp-=im 

where c(µp)=c 1+c2+ I:1,;;i,;;p-1 m,- I;,,;;1,;;p µp(j)+ p. 

Proof. As a representation of K, T(a, n Ix is isomorphic to 
Ind (a; MtK). By Frobenius' reciprocity theorem, T(a, nix is multiplcity 
free and/; e KA appears in T(a, nix if and only if i;IM contains a. This 
is equivalent to the formula /; = V(µp) (8) exp 2tri c(µp), where µP satisfies 
µp(I)>m 12.µp(2)2.m 2-:2::. • • • ?:.mP_12.µp(p). Q.E.D. 

Now we study the relation between c&"((m, 11 <i~p-1); c,, c2) and 
T(a, n. Before this, we note the following, so~called subrepresentation 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.2 (Harish-Chandra, Casselman [5, Th. 8.21]) •. Every ir
reducible admissible (gc, K)-module appears as a subrepresentation of a 
certain principal series representation induced from a minimal parabolic 
subgroup. 

Lemma 3.3. If neither c1 nor c2 is an integer, then c&"((m, 11 ~ i ~ 
p-1); c,, c2) is isomorphic to T(a, n as a (gc, K)-module, where a~ 
V(m)(8)exp 2tri(c1+c 2+ p) and r=c2-c,. 
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Remark. It is well-known that T(a, r)-::::::.T(a, -r) if r is not an 
integer, i.e., neither c1 nor c2 is an integer. 

Proof If neither c1 nor c2 is an integer, then T(a, r) is irreducible 
with an infinitesimal character (/1, • • ·, !P_ 1, c1, c2) + ½(p, p, · · ·, p). By 
subrepresentation theorem there is no representation with an infinitesimal 
character (/1, • • ·, !P_ 1, c1, c2)+½(p,p, · · ·,P) other than T(a, r) and 
T(a, -r). On the other hand, by Lemma 2.5, <ff has the same infinite
simal character (/1, • • ·, /P_ 1, c1, c2)+ ½(p,p, · · ·,p). Hence <ff and T(a, r) 
are isomorphic. Q.E.D. 

Fix m=(mi \ 1 ~i ~p-1) and c1 +c 2• LetJ(r): <ff((mi \ 1 <i ~p-1); 
c1, c2)-T(<1, r) be an intertwining operator between (g0 , K)-modules. We 
realize the representation space !__(a, r) of T(a, r) as follows. We define 

T-(a, r)={f: K-'>-V(a)\fe L2(K; V(a)) and 

f(km)=a(m- 1)f(k) for "Im EM}, 

on which g e G acts as 

(gf)(k)=exp {-(r + p)a(g- 1k)}J(te(g- 1k)) (k EK), 

where g- 1k=te(g- 1k)-roth(a(g- 1k))·n is Iwasawa decomposition of g- 1k. 
Put I(a, r)={v e r-(a, r)\v is a K-finite vector}. Fix a Gelfand-Zetlin 
basis {u(.B)=u(µP; µP_1 ; • • ·; µ 1)} for I(a, r) such that 

f x II u(fi)(k)ll}c.l dk= 1. 

Then clearly we get J(r)(v(,B))=d(fi, r)u(fi) for some constant d(fi, r). 
Since representations of K is written down actually in the same way both 
for the basis {v(/3)} and {u(fi)}, the constant d(f,, r) depends only on µP (the 
highest weight for a representation of U(p)) and r. 

Proposition 3.4. Two (g0 , K)-modules <ff((mi \ 1 ~i ~p-1); c1• c2) and 
T(a, r) have the same irreducible components, where r=c 2 -c 1• 

Proof By Lemma 3.3, we can assume that both c1 and c2 are 
integers without loss of generality. Reorder {Ii\ 1 <i ~p-1} U {c1, c2} 

and put them a= (a 0, • • ·, ap), where a 0 2: a 1 > · · · :2: aP. At first, we 
assume that a is regular. Put e+ =ep,p+i and e- =ep+l,p as before. Then 
we can write 
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where u(f3±eJ)=u(µP±eJ; µP_1 ; • • ·; µ1) and Wj(/3, r) are some constants. 
Moreover Wj(/3, r) are analytic functions of r. In fact, put £+= 
(e+ +e-)/2 and E- =i(e+ -e-)/2. Then E± is contained in g. Now we 
have 

Put exp tE±=g±(t). For each k e K, we decompose g±(-t)k along the 
Iwasawa decomposition: kg±(- t) = ,r,±(k, t). roth (a±(k, t)) · n±(k, t) e 
KAN. Then the right hand side of the above formula becomes 

f _!}___ exp c-cr + p)a+(k, t)). (u(/3)(,r,+(k, t)), u(f3+ej)(k))vc.) I dk 
K dt t=O 

_if _!}___ exp c-cr + p)a-(k, t)). (u(/3)(,.,-(k, t)), u(f3+ej)(k))vc.) I dk 
K dt t=O 

= -(r + p) t {(a+)'(k, 0)-i(a-)'(k, 0)}(u(f3)(k), u(f3+eJ)(k))vcaldk 

+ t {(u(/3)((,r,+)'(k, 0)), u(f3+eJ)(k))vca) 

-i(u(/3)((,r,-)'(k, 0)), u(f3+e J)(k))vca)}dk, 

where ( , )veal is the inner product of V(a) and ' means differential with 
respect to t. Clearly Wj(/3, r) is a first order polynomial in r. Since 
/(r): c&'((md 1 <i<p-1); c1, c2)-+T(a, r) is an intertwining operator for 
c1, c2 i Z, it holds that I(r)e±v(f3)=e± I(r)v(/3). We have 

I(r)e±v(f3)=l(r) E bj(/3, r)v(f3±ojj) 
1:i.j;;,,p 

On the other hand, we get 

e± I(r)v(/3) = e±d(/3, r)u(/3) 

= E d(/3, r)Wj(/3, r)u(f3±eJ). 
l&j;;.p 

Comparing the both formulae, we get 

(*) bj(/3, r)d(f3±ej, r)=d(/3, r)Wj(/3, r). 

Conversely, assume that an operator J(r): c&'=c&'((mtll<i<p-1); 
Ci, c2)-+T(a, r) is given by I(r)v(f3)=d(f3, r)u(/3), where d(/3, r) depends 
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only on µP and r. Then I(r) is an intertwining operator if and only if 
d(/3, r) satisfies (*) for any [3. Now let both c1 and c2 be integers and put 
r0=c 2-c 1• We assume that (ai, a1_1)=(ci, c2) (i<j). Takeµ; e Bi+1, 1_1 

such that i .. {(i+l)=c 1 and v;U-l)=c 2-l (recall that v;(k)=µ;(k)-k). 
Starting from this µ;, we define d(/3, r)=d(µp, r) by the recurrence 
formula: 

d(µ;, T)= I, 

{**) d(f3+e r)=d(/3 r) 1Jl:(f3, T) . 
- k, ' b:([3, T) 

For r=ro, we can avoid the zero of b:(/3; r0) hence d(/3, r0) is well-defined 
for any f3 e B((mi J 1 ::::::i < p- I); c1, c2). Clearly d(/3, r0) satisfies {*) by 
analytic continuation. Therefore we have an intertwining operator 
I(r 0): iff-+T(<1, r0). Since d(µ;, r0)*0, the image of I(r 0) must contain an 
irreducible component Di+1,1_i(a). There exist the following four possi
bilities. 

(a) The case where 1Jl::+iCµ;, r0)*0 and 1Jlj_i(µ;, r0)*0. In this 
case, we have 

using the formula {**). Since µ;-ei+t e Bi,J-i, µ;+e 1_ 1 e Bi+!,J and 
µ;-ei+ 1+e 1_ 1 e Bi,J• we conclude that the image of I(r 0) contains 
Di,1_i(a), Di+1,la) and Di.la). Therefore the image of I(r 0) is isomorphic 
to iff. Comparing K-types, we get iffc:=.T(11, r0). Thus we proved the 
assertion. 

(b) The case where 1Jl::+iCµ;, r0)=1Jfj_i(µ;, 70)=0. We show the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 3.5. Let r0 *0 be a real number. If 1Jl!;(f3, 70)=0, then we 
have 1Jl-;;({3+ek, -r 0)=0. If 1Jl-;;({3, r0)=0, then we have 1Jl!;([3-ek, -r 0) 

=0. 

Proof We prove only the first assertion because the second one 
can be treated in the similar way. Let 1Jl!;(f3, T)=ar+b be a first order 
polynomial in r. Then we get 

Since 70= -(b/a) is real by the assumption, we have 

Q.E.D. 
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Using an intertwining operator J(T): <f-+T(a, -T) instead of I(T), 
we have a relation 

where dA/3, T) is given by J(T)v(f3)=dJ(/3, r)u(/3). Since ht+iCµ;-ei+I, r0) 

='IJft+iCµ;-ei+I> -ro)=0 and b7_i(µ;+e1-1, ro)='/Jf7_i(µ;+e1-1, -ro)=0 
by Lemma 3.5, 

'IJft+i<µ;-ei+I> -r) 
ht+iCµ;-ei+I, T) 

and '/Jf7_i(µ;+e1-1, -r) 
b1_i(µ;+e 1_ 1, T) 

are non-zero constants. Therefore, if we normalize dAµ;, r)= 1, we see 
that 

d (µ' -e r)=d (µ' r) bt+1(µ;-ei+1> r) 
Jp i+I> Jp> 1Tr+('- -r) 

'I' i+! µp ei+I• 

is non-zero at r0• Similarly we can get dJ(µ;+e 1_u r0)::;l=0 and dAµ;-e;+i 
+e 1 _ 1, r 0)::;l=0. Therefore J(r 0) is well-defined and is an isomorphism 
between <f and T(a, -r 0). Since T(a, r 0) and T(a, -r 0) have the same 
irreducible components, we proved the assertion. 

(c) The case where Wz+iCµ;, r0)=0 and '/Jfj_i(µ;, r0)::;l=0. In this 
case, we see that the image of I(r 0) (hence T(a, r 0)) contains D;+i,J-iCa) 

and D;+ 1Ja) as irreducible components. Since Image I(r 0) does not 
contain the K-type µ;-ei+ 1+e 1_1 but contains the K-type µ;+e 1_1, we 
get '/Jf-;:+iCµ;+e1_1, r 0)=0. By Lemma 3.5, we get 'IJft+iCµ;-ei+1+e1_1, -ro) 
=0. If '/Jf;_i(µ;-ei+ 1+e 1_1, -r 0)=0, then we can prove <f-::::::.T(a, -r 0) 

as in the case (b) and Chas the same irreducible components as T(a, r0). 

If '/Jf1-iCµ;-ei+l+e 1_u -r 0)::;l=0, then we can prove that T(a, -r 0) has 
irreducible components D;,J-iCa) and D;ja), using the similar arguments 
as in the former part of (c). Because T(a, r0) and T(a, -r 0) have the 
same irreducible components, T(a, r0) has irreducible components 
Di+l,J-la), D;+1,ia), D;, 1_i(a) and D;,i{a), which are precisely all the 
irreducible components of C. 

(d) The case where Wz+i<µ;, r0)::;l=0 and '/Jfj_i(µ;, r 0)=0. This case 
is similar to (c), so we omit the proof for this case. 

Singular cases except the case where r0=0 can be treated similarly. 
So we only prove the case where r 0 =0, i.e., c1 =c 2• Assume that a;= 
ai+ 1=C 1=c 2 and take µ;eE((m;p<i<p-I);ci,c 2) such that J.1;(i+l) 
= c1 -1. If 'IJft+iCµ;, 0) = 0, then we define d(/3, r) by the recurrence 
formula(**). We can avoid the zero of h:(/3, T) except ht+iCµ;, 0)=0. 
However, since 'IJft+iCµ;, 0)=0, we have 
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1f!t+lµ~, r) =1=-0 
ht+lµ~, r) 

is a non-zero constant and hence 

d(µ' +e 0)=d(µ' 0) 1f!t+lµ~, r) --1-0. 
p i+I> P' b+ ( I r) -r 

i+I µp, 

Remark that µ~ e Bi,i+i and µ~+ei+I E Bi+l,i+ 2, and that $ is a direct 
sum of representations Di,i+i(a) and Di+t,i+la). Now we can see that 
the image of J(0) is isomorphic to$ and T(<1, 0)'.::'.$. 

Next we assume that 1f!t+lµ~, 0)=/=-0. Then similar arguments as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.5 tell us that 1/f;+i(µ~+et+i, 0)=f=.0. We can define 

d(µ~+ei+I• r)=d(µ~+r) h;+1(µ~+ei+1• r) . 
1/f;+i(µ~+ei+I, r) 

Since b~i(µ;+ei+I, 0)=0, we have d(µ~+ei+l, 0)=0. We conclude that 
the image of J(0) is isomorphic to Di,i+la) which is a subrepresentation 
of T(<1, 0). But this means 1f!t+lµ~, 0)=0 and we have a contradiction. 

Q.E.D. 

For equivalence between$ and T(<1, r), we have the following. 

Proposition 3.6. Assume that r0 =c 2 -c 1 =I=-0 satisfies one of the 
following conditions (a)-(d): 

(a) c1>m 1, mP_1>c2+ p, 

(c) c1>m 1, c2>m 1, 

(b) c2>m 1, mP_1>c 1+ p, 

(d) mP_1>c 1 + p, mP_1:?:c2+ p. 

Then $((m; \ I <i < p- I); c1, c2) is isomorphic to T(<1, r0) as a (gc, K)
module, 

Proof At first we prove the following lemmas. 

Lemma 3.7. Take integers c1 and c2 such that c1>m 1>m 2> · · · 2: 
mP_1>c 2+p. Then the representations $((m;\I<i~p-I); c1,c 2) and 
T(<1, c2-c 1) contains the same irreducible finite dimensional representation 
of U(p, 1) with highest weight (c1, m1, m2, • • ·, mP_1, c2+ p) as a subrepre
sentation. 

Proof For the representation i==r!((m;\l~i~p-l);c 1,c 2), we 
know from § 2.3 that $ contains an irreducible finite dimensional repre
sentation denoted by Do,p+i(a). The highest weight of Do,p+1(a) is 
precisely (c1, m1, m2, · · ·, mp-1, c2+ p). 
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Let us consider the representation T(a, c2 -c 1). Denote F the irre
ducible finite dimensional representation with highest weight (c1, m1, m2, 

· · ·, mP_1, c2+ p). By Frobenius' reciprocity theorem in [6], We can tell 
which principal series representation Fis embedded into, if we know the 
n-cohomology of F. Put 

Uc is a nilpotent subalgebra which determines a positive system L1; = 
{ei-eJll::,;:i<j&;p}U{ep+i-eJll&;j<p} of roots. Let veF be a 
"highest weight" vector for Ll;, i.e., xv=O for any x e u0 . Remark that 
the weight of v is given by (m 1, m2, • • ·, mP_1, c2+ p, c1). Since g0 = me 
+a 0 +n 0 +uc, we can easily check that U(g0)v= U(m 0 )v+n 0 F. This 
means F/n 0 F::::: U(m 0 )v and we know that the n-cohomology F/n 0 F is 
isomorphic to an irreducible finite dimensional representation V(m 1, m2, 

···,mP_ 1)(8)exp2rri(c 1+c 2+p) as an m0 -module. As an a0 -module, 
F/ncF is isomorphic to exp (c2+ p-c 1). In fact, put 

We decompose A as 

(op-1 ) (op-1 ) (op-1 ) 
A= 0 0 + -I 1 + 1 0 

2 0 -1 1 0 -1 

and then operate A on v. 
second is contained in n0 . 

n0 F. 

The first matrix is contained in Uc and the 
Therefore we have Av=(c 2+ p-c 1)v modulo 

Now Frobenius' reciprocity theorem due to Casselman and Osborne 
tells us that F is imbedded into the principal series representation 
Indx(V(m 1, m 2, • • ·, mp_1) (8) exp 2rri(c1+ c2+ p) (8) exp (c2-c1) (8) IN; Pt G) 
= T(a, c2 - c1) (note that trace ad(x) Inc= 0 for any x E m0 and trace 
ad(A)ln0 =2p). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.8. Take integers c1 and c2 such that c2 >c 1>m 1• Then the 
representations <ff((mi 11 <i<p-I); c1, c2) and T(a, c2-c 1) contains the 
same irreducible representation D0, 1(a) as a subrepresentation. 

Proof We use the notations in Lemma 3.7. Since D0,i(a) is a 
highest weight module with respect to L1; with highest weight (c1, m1, m2, 

... , mp-1' c2+ p), the proof of Lemma 3. 7 can be applied to this case 
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exactly the same way. Q.E.D. 

We return to the proof of Proposition 3.6. Let us consider the case 
(a). By Lemma 3.7, we can see 7/f:t(µ';, r0)= 7/f;(µ';, r0)=0, where µ';= 
(c1, m 1, m2, • • ·, mP_2, c2+ p). By the arguments in the proof of Proposi
tion 3.4, we have <ff:::::::.T(a, r0). 

Using Lemma 3.8 instead of Lemma 3.7, we can prove the case 
c2 >c 1?.m 1• The cases (b) and c1 >c 2 ~m 1 are contragredient to the cases 
(a) and c2 >c 1 ~m 1 respectively. The case (d) is proved by the similar 
lemma as Lemma 3.8 dealing with anti-holomorphic discrete series 
Dp,p+i(a). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3.9. Let A be a dominant infinitesimal character for U(p, 1) 
and put a=(a 0, a 1, • • ·, ap)=.:1-½(p,p, · · ·,p). 

(I) If {ai \ O~i ~p} contains exactly p-1 distinct integers and the 
sum of the rest two is an integer, then there is only one irreducible repre
sentation with infinitesimal character .:1, which is an irreducible principal 
series representation. 

(2) If a/s are all distinct integers, then there are (p+ l)(p+ 2)/2 
irreducible representations with infinitesimal character A. They are denoted 
by {Dija) \ O~i <j :C:::p+ 1} as above. Do,p+iCa) is a finite dimensional 
representation and Di,i+1(a) (O<i~p) is a discrete series representation of 
U(p, 1). Moreover D0,i(a) and Dp,p+iCa) are holomorphic or anti-holomor
phic discrete series representations. 

(3) If {ai \ O~i ~p} is the set of distinct integers except ai_ 1=ai, 
then there are P+ 1 irreducible representations {Dija) \ j =;t=i, O~j ~P+ 1} 
with infinitesimal character A. Di,i-iCa) and Di,i+iCa) are limits of discrete 
series representations. 

(4) If {ai \ O~i ~p} is the set of distinct integers except ai-i =ai 
and aj_ 1 =aj (i=;t=j), then there is only one irreducible representation with 
infinitesimal character .:1, which is an irreducible principal series representa
tion. 

(5) If {ai\O~i;S;p} does not satisfies the conditions (1)-(4), then 
there is no representation with infinitesimal character .:1. 

Proof By the subrepresentation theorem Theorem 3.2, irreducible 
T(a, r)'s and Dija)'s exhaust all the irreducible admissible representa
tions of U(p, 1). Therefore it is sufficient to prove the statements for 
finite dimensional rerpesentations and (limits of) discrete series represen
tations. 

Since the set of K-types of Do,p+iCa) is finite, Do,p+1(a) is a finite 
dimensional representation. 

Let us consider the representation D0,i(a). It contains a highest 
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weight vector v(~) for the K-type V(µp) ® exp 2rri c(µp), where µP = (a1, 
a 2+ I, · · ·, aP+ p-1). The weight of v(~) is given by (a1, a 2+ I, ... , 
aP+ p-1, a 0+ p). Moreover we can see directly that it is the highest 
weight for D0,i(a). We have 

(a1, a2+ I, · · ·, aP+ p- I, a 0+ p)+ p 

=(a1, C\'2, • • ·, ll'p, ao)+½(P,P, · · ·,P) 

and this clearly satisfies the condition for the highest weight of a holo
morphic discrete series representation (see, for example, [38, Prop. 2.3.5]). 
Similar arguments lead us to that Dp,p+1(a) is an (anti-)holomorphic 
discrete series representation. 

The representation Di,i+iCa) (O?:.i?:.P) has the minimal K-type 
V(µp)®exp2rric(µP) where µP=(a 0, a1, · · ·, ai-1, ai+i-1, ai+2-l, · · ·, 

ap-1)+(1, 2, · · ·, p) and c(µp)=ai+ p-i. By Theorem 8.5 of [I], the 
discrete series representation with Harish-Chandra parameter (a 0, a 1, • • ·, 

&i, · · ·, ap, ai)+½(p,p, · · ·,P) contains the same K-type, where/\ means 
elimination. Since we can easily check that the other representations 
Dija) does not contain the K-type above, Di,i+i(a) is a discrete series 
representation. 

The case of limits of discrete series representation is similar. Q.E.D. 

Remark. We know the K-types of the representation Dija) 
explicitly. If we sum up the characters for K, using Weyl's character 
formula, then we have the value of the irreducible character of Dija) on 
the compact Cartan subgroup B, at least formally. By Harish-Chandra's 
famous theorem [12], we know the explicit form of discrete series characters 
on a compact Cartan subgroup. In this way, we can also see that 
Di,i+iCa) is a discrete series representation. 

For the case (2) of Theorem 3.9, we often use the following con
venient diagram. 

I Do,iCa) Do,zCa) D0,,(a) ... D0,ia) Do,p+ 1(a) 

D1zCa) D1,,(a) ... D1,p(a) D1,p+i(a) 

. . . . . . . . . . .. 

. . . . . . . .. 

Dp-i,p(a) Dp-l,p+la) 

Figure 3.10. Dp,p+iCa) 
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In this diagram, four adjacent squares Dija), Di_ 1ja), Di,j+iCa) and 
Di-l,J+/a) are the irreducible components of a principal series representa
tion T(a, r), where a and r is given as follows. The representation a= 
V(m)(8)exp2rri(at-i+aj+p) is given by m=(a 0, ···,&t-i, ···,&j, ···, 
ap)+(l, 2, .. ·,p-l) and r=ai_ 1 -aj (i<j), where A denotes elimina
tion. We also denote this principal series representation T(a, r) as 
Ti_ 1ja). Then we may write as 

T. 1 -(a)= · ( Di-1,ia) Di-1,j+iCa)) 

,- ' 1 Dija) Di,j+/a) 

In the diagonal of the diagram, putting Dt,la)=0, the above arguments 
go well, too, i.e., 

§ 4. Irreducible characters for U(p, 1) 

4.1. Description of irreducible characters. In this section, we give 
irreducible characters for the representations listed in Theorem 3.9. For 
(ak 11 <k<m) and (bk 11 <k~n), we denote by ((bk 11 <k~n); (ak 11 ::;;.k 
:Sm)) an n X m matrix whose (k, /)-element is b~'. 

Lemma4.1. Let a=V(m)(8)exp2rri(c 1+c 2+p) and r=c 2 -c 1 as 
before, where m=(mk 11 ~k::;;.p-1) is a highest weight for U(p- l) and 
C1 + C2 is an integer. Then the character of T(a, r) is given as follows. On 
the compact Cartan subgroup B, it is identically zero. On the maximally 
split Cartan subgroup J =B + A, it is given by 

8(a, r)(h)=(- l)PDo(h)-1 

xdet((bk I 1 ::;;.k~p-1); Uk I 1 ::;;.k::;;.p-l))b~1 +c,(expra+exp (-ra)), 

Proof In general, the character of a principal series representation 
is given on J as 

8(a, r)(h)=(#W(G; B+))- 1 I; 8(a0expr)(wh) 
wEW(G;J) 

where R={a e LI+ I al.=;t:O} and ~½·=exp (½a) (see Theorem 2 of [15]). 
Now straightforward calculations lead us to the result. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. In the formula for a principal series character given in 
[14, p. 910], the sign is wrong. The sign (- l)P+1 there should be replaced 
by (-l)P. 

Theorem 4.2 (Hirai [14]). Let A be an infinitesimal character and put 
a=A-½(p,p, · · ·,p). We assume that all the a;'s are integers and a is 
regular. Then the character of Di,ia) is given as follows. On the com
pact Cartan subgroup B, it is given by 

Do·8(Dija))(h)=(- I)P+(j-i-1) <let( ((bk I 1 ~~~p); (ak ~ Osk~p)) ) 
0, ... ' 0 b/+1, ... ' b/+1.' 0, ... ' 0 ___, -------.----- ___, 

i j-i p+l-j 

where h=diag(b 1, b2, • • ·, bp+i) EB. Here we denote the matrix whose 
firstp rows are ((bk\ lsk:Sp-1); (ak\0sk<p)) and whose (p+l)-th 
row is (0, · · ·, 0 b;'. 1, · · ·, b;1+11 0, · · ·, 0) by 

( ((bk\ l s~~p); (ak :0sksp)) )· 

0, ... ' 0 bp'+1, ... ' b/+1.' 0, ... ' 0 

Similarly we denote the matrix whose.first p-1 rows are ((bk\ 1 <ksp- I); 
(ak \ 0:Sk< p)) and whose p-th row (respectively (p+ I)-th row) is (c1, c2, 

· · ·, cp+i) (respectively (d1, d2, • • ·, dp+1)) by 

(
((bk I 1 ~k~p- I); (ak I 0~ksp))) 

C1, Cz, •.• ' Cp+I • 

di, d2, • • •, dp+1 

On the maximally split Cartan subgroup J, 8(Dija)) is given by 

I (((bk\Isk<p-I); (ak\0:Sk:'."'.:p))) 

=(- l)P+u-i- 1> det O · · · 0 h"' · · · h•;-, 0 · · · 0 
' ' p' ' p ' ' 

0, ... ' 0 h;'.1, ... ' h;;- 1 0, ... ' 0 

( 
((bk\Isksp-I);(ak\0~ksp)) ) 

+ <let h;•, · · · , h;i-1 0, .. · , 0 0, ... , 0 

0, ... ' 0 h;'.1, ... 'h;1+1.' 0, ... ' 0 

( 
((b.\Is~sp-I)}_(a.\Osk:Sp)) )} 

+<let 0, ···,O hp', ···,hp'-' 0, ···,O 

0, ... ' 0 0, ... '0 h;1+1, ... ' h?t-1 
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where h = diag(b 1, • • ·, bp-i, bp, bp)-roth(a) e J, hp= bP·exp (-Jal) and 
hp+i=bP·exp JaJ. 

Moreover, even if the parameter a is singular, the character of Di,la) 
is given by the same formula. 

Proof By Lemma 4.1, we know the principal series characters. 
Therefore, using Figure 3.10 and the comments below it, we know that 
the character 8(Dija)) can be calculated from the discrete series charac
ters 8(Di,i+l(a)) (O<i ~p) and principal series characters by additions 
and subtructions. On the compact Cartan subgroup B, a formula for the 
discrete series characters is given by Harish-Chandra. On a maximally 
split Cartan subgroup J, it is given by T. Hirai [16, 19] (note that their 
results are applicable to general semisimple Lie groups). Q.E.D. 

4.2. Linear independence of irreducible characters on a maximally 
split Cartan subgroup. 

Theorem 4.3. Let e be a virtual character of U(p, 1) (p>2). If the 
restriction of e to J is zero then e is identically zero on the whole group 
U(p, 1). 

Proof Let e be a virtual character with infinitesimal character .<. 
If.< satisfies the condition of (1) in Theorem 3.9, then the theorem clearly 
holds. Next we assume that .< satisfies the condition of (2) in Theorem 
3.9, i.e.,.< is regular integral. Put a=l-½(p,p, ···,p) and eiJ= 
8(Di,ia)). Then e is expanded by 8;,/s: 

(4.1) (x;,J e C). 

Accodrding to Theorem 4.2, e IJ is written down as 

where h=diag(bi, · · ·, bP_1, bp, bp),roth(a) e J, h;=bi (1 <i<p-1), hp= 
bP·exp(-Jal) and hp+i=bP·expJaJ. Note that the Weyl group W(gc, ic) 
is isomorphic to @:>p+i, the permutation group of {l, 2, · · ·, p+ 1}. Choose 
elements s(i,j) and t(i,j) (O~i <j < p) in @:>p+i as 

. . (1 2 · · · i i + 1 
s(1,1)= 

1 2 · · · i p 

t(i,j)=(P,P+ l)s(i,j). 

i+2··· j j+lj+2··· p p+l) 

i+l .. ·j-1 p+l j .. ,p-2 p-1' 

Lemma 4.4. Coefficient c(s) is expressed for s = s(i, j) or t(i, j) as 
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follows: 

c(t(i,j))=(- l)P- 1 +i+J I:; I:; (- l)k+zxi,k (O<i<j<p), 
O::;;l:;:;;i j+l::;:;k:;:;;p+l 

c(s(i,i+l))=(-l)P- 1 I:; I:; (-l)H 1x1,k 
0::S:l::S:i i+l::S:k::S:p+l 

+(-l)P I:; (-l)k+ixi+l,k (0<i<p-1), 
i+2Sk'5:,p+l 

c(s(i, i+2))=(-l)v-i I:; I:; (-l)k+ 1xi,k 
O:;;;.lSi i+l::S:k::S:p+l 

+(-l)P I:; I:; (-l)k+ 1x 1,k (O~i~p-2). 
i+l::s;;l:S:i+2 i+3::S:k::S:p+l 

Proof Direct calculations using Theorem 4.2 lead us to the results. 
Q.E.D. 

The sysetm of equations listed in Lemma 4.4 is invertible. In fact, 
we have the following. 

Lemma 4.5. Put c(t(i,j))=O if i ~ -1 or p+ 1 <j. Then we have 

X 0 1=(- l)P{c(t(0,j))+c(t(0,j-1))} 

xi, 1 =(- l)P{c(t(i,j -1))+ c(t(i- l, j-1))+ c(t(i,j))+ c(t(i - 1,j))} 

(i+2~j:=;p+l), 

x0, 1=½(- l)P{c(s(0, 1))-c(s(0, 2))-c(s(l, 2)) 

+ c(t(O, l))+ c(t(O, 2))+ c(t(l, 2))}, 

xi,i+t = ½(- l)P{c(s(0, 1))+ c(s(O, 2))+ c(s(l, 2)) 

-c(t(O, 1))-c(t(0, 2))-c(t(l, 2))} 

+(-l)P- 1{ I:; {c(s(k, k+ l))+c(s(k, k+2))} 
0::S:k::S:i-2 

- I:; c(t(k, k+ 1))- I:; c(t(k, k+2))} (i2:1). 
OSkSi 0::S:k::S:i-1 

Now we return to the proof of Theorem 4.3. If 6=0 on J, then 
clearly c(s)=O for any s E C.Sp+i· Using Lemma 4.5, we have xi,J=O for 
any (i,j) and this means 6=0 on G= U(p, 1). 

Singular cases can be treated in the similar way, so we omit them. 
Q.E.D. 

§ 5. Weyl group representations on virtual character modules 

We want to express explicitly the representations (-r, VH(X;)) of WHO) 
and (a, VH(X,)) of £. in Part I in this section. For this, the regular 
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integral cases are essential. However, we start from non-integral cases. 

5.1. Regular non-integral cases. Let A be a regular infinitesimal 
character and put a=l-½(p,p, · · ·,p). We assume that there are 
exactly p-1 integers among a/s and the sum of the rest two is an 
integer. Then after the definition in § 2 of Part I, we get that WB(A)= 
{e} (a trivial group), and Wi1)=@5P_1x@:;2, where @:;p-t acts on p-1 
integers and @52 acts on the rest two a/s. So it is sufficient to treat only 
Wil). 

Proposition 5.1. Let A be as above. Then the virtual character 
module V(X) (X=Xi) with infinitesimal character A is one dimensional and is 
equal to VAX). The representation of the integral Wey! group WJ(l) on 
VAX) is given by 

i-((s, t))<9=sgn(s)(9 ((s, t) E @,p-1X@:;2, (9 E VAX)= V(X)). 

Proof By Theorem 3.9 (1), there is only one irreducible representa
tion with infinitesimal character ,'{ and it is a principal series representa
tion. So we get V(X)= VAX) is one dimensional. Now, using Lemma 
4.1, we can easily calculate out the representation 1:. Q.E.D. 

5.2. Regular integral cases. Letl and a be as in§ 5.1. We assume 
that all the a,.'s are integers which are mutually different. By Theorem 3.9 
(2), there are (p+l)(p+2)/2 irreducible representations {D,ja)IO:-::;;;:i:-::;;;: 
; < p+ l}. Let 8,, 1 be the irreducible character of D,ja). Then it 
holds that 

VO)= ~ ce,.r 
OS:i<j,;;;p+l 

Let <1),,1 be the-,character of a principal series representation T,,la), then 

<]),,, = e ,,, + e ,,1+1 + e i+1,J +e, + 1,1+1 

<J),,t+1 =e,,i+1 +ei+l,HZ+e,,,+z 
and we have 

if i+2<j, 

if O<i<p, 

Since A is integral, WB(l)= WAl) is equal to W= W(gc, ic):::@5p+i

Theorem 5.2. We identify W with the group of permutations of 
{O, 1, 2, · · ·,p}. Let s,=(i-1, i) be a transposition of figures i-1 and i. 
Then the representation (1:, V(X)) of Wis given by 
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if k-=t= i, j, 

if k=i, 

if k=j, 
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where e.,t is considered to be 0. Moreover, we have an irreducible decom
position of (,r:, V (X)) : 

(r, V(X)):= [1 P+ 1]EB2[2 · P- 1]EB[3 · p- 2]. 

Remark. [1P+1] is the sign representation of @5p+i and [2 · P- 1] (re
spectively [3 · 1 P- 2]) is an irreducible representation of @5p+i whose dimen
sion is p (respectively p(p-1)/2). See [31] for notations [kn•.(k- l)"k-1. 
2n, . 1 "'] for irreducible representations of a symmetric group. 

Proof Since it is easy to see that 

-1/Ji,j 

I/Ji-1,j 

1:(sk)I/JtJ= '1>t+i,J 

I/Ji,j-1 

1/Ji,j+! 

if k-=t=i, i + 1,j andj + 1, 

if k=i, 

if k=i+l, 

if k=j, 

if k=j+l. 

by direct calculations, it is enough to get the formula for discrete series 
representations (see Figure 3.10 and comments below it). By Theorem 
4.3, we only need to consider et,t+i on J. It is clear from the formula 
for ei,i+1IJ listed in Theorem 4.2 that 

if k-=t=i, i + 1. 

We use the following simplified notation: 

( 
((btJI<i<p-l);(atJ0<i<p)) ) 

det h;•, ···,h;•-• 0, ···,O 0, ... ,o 
0, ... ' 0 h;'..1, ... ' h;'-ti' 0, ... ' 0 

Then we have 

(o I--·i-1 o o ... o Q ••. o) 
= 0 0 · · · 0 i i + 1 · · · j - 1 0 ... 0 ' etc. 

i 0- · .Q) 
0 o. · .o 
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(o ... o i-I o o o ... o) 
+ --o ... o O 0 i+l i+2· · ·P 

(o I .. -i-2 O 
= 1 o .. · 0 i-1 

o o ... o) (0· .. o 0 TO o. · -0) 
0 0, · .o + 0, · ·0 i-1 0 0 0· · ,0 

(o ... o i - I T o o ... o) (o · · · o o T o o .. · 0) 
+ o ... o 0 0 i+l i+2···P - o ... o 0 O i+l i+2···P 

=(o I-. -i-2 _o_ ~ o ... o)+(o ... o i-I ~ o o ... o) 
0 o ... 0 i-1 i o .. ,0 o ... o 0 i 0 o ... o 
-(0 I ... i-2 i-1 ~ 0, · .o)+(0· · .o _o_ i 0 0, · .o) 

0 o ... 0 0 i o. · ,0 0, .. o i-1 0 0 o ... o 

(0···0i-1 i 0 0 ···O) (0···007 0 0 ... o) 
+ 0···0 0 0 i+I i+2···P - o ... o 0 0 i+l i+2···P 

=(- l)P- 1Do .ei-1,i+!IJ+(- l)P-!Do .ei,i+! IJ• 

Hence -r(st)6) i,i +i = 6) i-t,i+t + 6) i,i+ 1• We get -r(st)6) t,i+ 1 + 6) i,i +z similarly. 
The irreducible decomposition of (-r, V(X)) is stated in [34, Lemma 

6.2]. Q.E.D. 

From [34, Lemma 6.2], we know 

Vil)= ~ cwi,j:::::[2·P- 1]EB[3-P- 2] 
o;;.i<J;;.p 

and 

vB(l)= ~ cei,i+!:::::w+ 1JEB[2· P- 11, 
O,;,i,;,p 

where ei,i+!=T(eR•Dei,i+!IB) (see§ 1.3 of Part I). 

5.3. Singular cases. All the singular cases can be deduced from 
regular cases (see [37, Cor. 4.3]). So we only treat here the case (3) of 
Theorem 3.9. Let A and a be as in Theoerm 3.9 (3). Then the fixed 
subgroup of A is W,={l, si}. Put e,=(l+st)/2 and we have .llf,= 
.llf(W, W,):::::e,C[W]e,. For generators of a Hecke algebra .llf,, we can 
take tk=e,ske, (1 <k<p) (note that tt=e. is the identity for ;it',). Now 
we describe the actions of tk on V(X,.). 

Lemma 5.3. Let V(X.)= ~O;;.J<i coj,i+ ~i<J;;.p coi,j be a virtual 
character module with infinitesimal character A, where Oi,J is an irreducible 
character for degenerate representation D;ja). Then tk (1 <k< p) acts 
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on V(X) as follows. 
(1) Case a 0 = a 1• In this case i = I and we have 

if k:c/= I, 2, 

if k=2. 

if k:c/=I, 2 andj, 

if k= j :c/= 1, 2, 

if k=j=2, 

if k=2:c/=j, 

We have 

if k * i - I, i, i + I and j, 

if k=j:c/=i-I, i, i+I, 

if k=j=i+l, 
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if k=i-I or k=i+I:c/=j, 

if k:c/=i-I, i, i+I andj, 

if k=j=fai-1, i, i+ 1, 

if k=j=i-I, 

if k=i+I ork=i-I:c/=j. 

(3) Case ap-i =aP. In this case i =P and we have 

( ) {
-0p,p+1 

<J fk (}p,p+I - I(/ 
2 p,p+1 

if k:c/= p- I, p andj, 

if k= j :c/= p- I, p, 

if k=j=p-I, 

if k=p-1:c/=j. 

if k=fa p- I, p, 

if k=p-1. 

Proof Here we show the formula for <1(ti+1)0i,i+t in (2). The rest 
of the formulae can be obtained in the similar way. Let l' be a regular 
integral infinitesimal character and put a'= l' -½(p, p, · · ·, p). Let 
7/!: V(X')-V(X) be a Zuckerman's translation functor (see § 2 of Part I). 
Then we have 'lf!(Bi,J)=0i,J· By the definition of the representation 
(<1, V(X)), 
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By Theorem 5.2, we get 'Z'(e.s;+1e.)8;,;+1 as follows: 

'Z'(e.1S;+1e;)8i,i+I =½'Z'(e.1S;+1)(28;,i+! + 8;-1,i+I) 

= ½ 'Z'(e;)(28 i,i+I + 28 i,i+2+ 8 i-1,i + 8 i-1,i +I+ 8;-1,i+2) 

= 'Z'(e,)8 i,i+I + 'Z'(e.)8 i,H2+ t 'Z'(e.)8 i-1,i' 

Now, since 1F('Z'(e.)8;,i+1)=0;,;+i etc., we have 

<T(t;+1)0;,i+I =0i,i+l+oi,i+2+ toi-1,i' Q.E.D. 

§ 6. Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions and 't'-invariants 

In this section, we calculate out the Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions and 
!'-invariants for the representations D;,kx) (0~i <j < P+ 1). 

6.1. Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions. At first, we assume that .i1 is 
regular and put a=.i!-½(p,p, · · ·,p). 

Theorem 6.1. If .i1 is regular integral, then we have 

{
2p-I 

GK-dim(D;ja))= ~ 

if 0<i<j<p+I, 

if (i,j)=f=(0, P+ 1) but i =0 or j =P+ 1, 

if (i,j)=(0, P+ 1), 

where GK-dim (n) is Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of n. 

Proof By Proposition 6.1 in [25], we know GK-dim (D;,i+!(a))= 
2p- l for 0<i <p and GK-dim (D0,i(a))=GK-dim (Dp,p+la))= p. Since 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of a finite dimensional representation is zero 
by definition, we have GK-dim (Do,p+iCa))=0. 

Lemma 6.2. Let 8;,J be the irreducible character of D;,la). 
(1) Put V0=C8o,p+i· Then Va is W-invariant and Vo::::::[JP+1]. 

(2) Put B; = 80,;+80,;+1- (- l)P+i(p + 1)-180,p+I· Then Vi= 
~ 1,;;;,;;p CB; is W-invariant subspace which is isomorphic to [2 -1 P-1]. 

(3) Put C;=8t,p+1+8;+t,p+i-(-l)t(p+ l)- 18 0,p+t· Then Vi= 
~i,;;;,;;p CC; is W-invariant subspace which is isomorphic to [2, 1 P-1]. 

Proof We can check easily that V; (i =0, I, 2) is W-in'variant, 
using Theorem 5.2. Now, comparing dimensions of invariant subspaces 
[JP+1], [2,JP- 1] and [3-P- 2}, we conclude that V0 ::::::[JP+1] and V1 ::::::Vz:::::: 
[2· JP-1]. Q.E.D. 
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Remark that D 0,i(a) is cyclic for V0+ V1• Then Theorem 3.10 in 
Part I implies that GKD(Vi) and GKD(V 1) are less than or equal to 
GKD(6 0, 1) = p. Since GKD(V 0) = 0, GKD(V 1) must be p. Hence 
we have GKD (6 0,j) = p (I -;;;;,j < p). Similar reasoning proves that 
GKD(6i,p+i)= p (I <iS:,p). Since there is an irreducible representation 
which has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2p- I, we know that GKD(V 3)= 
2p- I, where V3 is the W-invariant subspace which is isomorphic to 
[3 · 1 P- 2]. Therefore irreducible characters which are not contained in the 
space V0+ V1+ Vi have Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2p- l. Q.E.D. 

By Proposition 3.6 in Part I, we get 

Corollary 6.3. If A is singular integral, then we have 

GK-dim (Di,j(a))=GK-dim (Dija')), 

where a' is regular integral. 

Since Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of a principal series is equal to 
2p- I ([39, Cor. 5.3]), we get all the Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions for 
irreducible representations of U(p, 1). 

6.2. 'Z"-invariants. At first we assume l is regular integral. Let 
R= {si=(i- I, i) \ I -;;;;,i-;;;;,p} be a set of simple reflections of W =@5p+t· 

Definition 6.4 ([40, Def. 7.3.8]). For 6 e V(X), put 

-r-inv (6) = {s E R \ -r(s)6 = -6} 

and call a reflection in -r-inv (6) a -r-invariant of 6. 

Theorem 6.5. We get -r-inv ((9ij)={sk \k=;i:i,j}. 

Proof This is a Corollary to Theorem 5.2. Q.E.D. 

Next assume that l is not integral but regular. Then we can assume 
that WO)=(si \ I ~i<p-2)c::::.@5P_ 1 without loss of generality. We 
define -r-invariants using R(l)= {si \ I ~i S:,p-2} instead of R. We have 

Theorem 6.5'. If A is not integral but regular, then we get -r-inv (6) 
= RO) for any 6 E V(X). 

Proof Since V(X) is of dimension one and generated by a principal 
series character, Proposition 5.1 proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 

6.3. Character polynomials. Let A be regular integral. Remark that 
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once we get character polynomials for regular 1, Proposition 3.4 in Part I 
gives character polynomials for singular infinitesimal character. Let a 
be as above. 

At first, we treat the compact Cartan subgroup B. By Theorem 4.2, 
it is clear that the discrete series characters restricted to B are linearly 
independent on B and, moreover, they form actually a base for virtual 
character module restricted to B. Since r(e,,,+ 1 ; F)=#L1:=p(p-l)/2 
for O<i<p and FcB'(R) a connected component of B'(R), r(e; F) is 
less than or equal to p(p-1)/2 for any e e V(X). 

Let F be a component of B'(R) which contains the positive Weyl 
chamber. Then, after easy calculations, we get 

where r = p(p- I)/2 and h, is a diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is 1 
and the other elements are zero. The representation of W =@1p+i gener
ated by this polynomial is irreducible (see [32]) and must be isomorphic 
to [JP+1], [2- JP-1] or [3. 1P-2J. Comparing dimensions, we know the 
representation is of dimension p and iso:inorphic to [2 · 1 P- 1]. Since 
r(Bo,p+1 ;F)=#L1+=p(p+l)/2, we get VB(X;p)=VB(X) and VB(X;O)= 
CG>o,p+i· The character polynomial of Bo,p+t is given by 

where r= p(p-1)/2. Moreover we get, for FCB'(R), V(X;p)= V(X). 
V(X; 0)=C6> 0,p+i+ VJ(X) and V(X; -oo)=VJ(X). 

Secondly, we treat the maximally split Cartan subgroup J =B+ A. 
However, this case is essentially due to D.R. King [25, Pro. 6.11). Char
acter polynomials of discrete series characters are given there, so we omit 
them. Filtration of the space V(X) (or VJ(X)) by Gelfand-Kirillov dimen
sions is given in § 6.1. 
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